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Forgery

hearing
makes no

progress
CAMPAIGN FINANCE:
RSO leader stands accused of
forging adviser's signature in
funds transfer during election.
SARA BEAN
DAILY EmITJAN REroRTER

A \Vednesday hearing for the Registered
Student Organization Blacks Interested in
Business, accused of forgery and misallocation of funds by the Undergraduate Student
Council Internal Affairs Committee, was
inconclusive because of the aosence of the
crganization's leader.
The hearing was a part of an investigation that began April IO after workers in
Student Development alleged that the
gmup·s president Greg Akers, who \\..IS running for USG vice president with the Saluki
Party, entered Student Development and
attempted to transfer S300 from Blacks
Interested in Business' account to the Salul;i
Pany.
Akers and Saluki Party presidential candidate Sean Henry had an authorization
form signed by BAC coordinator Tiffany
Thomas to transfer the money, but the two
halted the transfer when questions arose
over the legitimacy of such a transfer.
Akers is accused of forging adviser
Michael Haywoods' signature on the authorization form.
The Internal · Affairs Committee
adjourned the meeting after about two hours
without reaching a decision. Committee
Chairwoman Connie Howard said the committee would have to schedule a second
hearing because· certain people who were
needed to provide testimony could not
attend.
Akers was unable to attend the meeting
because he was under doctor's care at the
time.
Some testimonies were heard at the
meeting from the Blacks Interested in
Business ad\·iser Michael Haywood, Black
Affairs Council coordinator Tiffany
Thomas, Student Development Assistant
Director Katie Sermersheim, USG Finance
Committee member Melissa Carlson, for::~~~asureroflhegroupMichaelRay:md

DmN MJIUR/Daily Egj-ptia.'l

SIUC College Republican President Erik Woehrr.,ann oddresses the USG Senate regarding allegations his organization
improperly inRuenced the USG elections.
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Republicans rebuff aCcusations
CONSPIRACY THEORY:
Shakedown party candidates
claim College Republicans
altered USG election results.
TRAVJS DENEAL

DE Potmcs EDITOR

College Republicans turned out in
defense to allegations of improper
influence in the Undergraduate Student
Government election at USG's meeting
Wednesday.
Shakedown party candidates Rob
Taylor and Pat Kelly posted fliers
Tuesday that clr.imed College
Republicans within USG may have
been to blame for stuffed ballot boxes
and almost 200 missing ballots.
At the meeting, College Republican
president Erik Woehmiann defended
his organization to the Student Senate
and the large, mostly College
Republican audience of nearly 50. He
lold them his organization's affiliations

T.1.WO

,

with USG were legitimate and resulted Saluki Party can- Gus Bode
from increased College Republican didate for presiactivity within the University in the past . dent, questioned
Lopez and asked
few years.
Woellnnann's words rallied both th.: about the :illeged
audience and senators, who app1auded missing ballots,
after statements that lauded the work of suggesting··-. the
commission acted
his organization.
by
"We should be proud that we have improperly
honest people who will work for the leaving the bal- Gus says: , .
University," he said. "I don't· know lots. unattended The truth
during a tornado
what else to say.''
is out
Woehrmann was criticized by Toby warning that was
there.
Trimmer, a senior in political science issued during the
and a College Democrat, who railed counting process.
Lopez stingingly responded: "For all
against the problems with the election
we know, during the. tornado sirens you
process, calling it juvenile.
"People were·acting like this was a could have taken them," she said, bringhigh school election," he said, raging at ing a mix oflaught.:r and applause from
the senate. 'Th_ose actions question the the room.
credibility of this organization."
As the bill to ratify the elections was
Liza Lopez, a member of the on the floor, more debate ensued and
Election Commission, said that Election Commissioner Mindy Scott
although she was a College RepuliJjcan, testified to .the Senate that no improper
neither she nor her fellow commission
members tampered with the ballots.
SEE EL!::OION; PAGE 7
University Park Sen. Sean Henry, a

students struck.·b' y veh: ic· Ie in·crosswalk.;

Sem1ersheim S!\id she talked with Hemy
northbound on Lincoln Drive. Witnesses say Grand Avenue. Earlier ihis month. a student
and he agreed to halt the transfer. NO CITATIONS: Police say
the truck was traveling at about 30 to 35 mph. was hit on Lincoln Drive near Rehn Hall
Sermersheim then contacted Election pedestrians should have yielded, There were no skid marks on the wet pave- while crossing in the cross\1/alk.
_
Commissioner Mindy Scott who said she
• ·
ment. according to police.:
Ellis said the department is .increasing its
coujd net find any reason why such a trans- even in designated crosswalk.
SIUC Police Sgt. Steve Ellis said there speed patrols.
were no citations issued because both pedes"We have increased our patrols in areas
fer would be against election rules.
Sermersht:im said that although she did
J. MICHAEL RODRIGUEZ
trians and the driver were at fault _
_
whi_ch we think are problem areas," he said.
DAILYEGYP11ANREro!ITER
"By·slatute, the pedestrians are as much "We'retryingtogetpeopletoslowdown.The
not see the form. accountanis in Student
Development discovered a discrepancy
responsible as the driver of the vehicle," he pedestrians are· just as· at fault as · well.
wi~h the adviser's signature on the form and
Two SIUC _students·were hi.I by a pick-up · said, 'The witnesses all had the same story Evezybody needs to be more careful.''
He said people need to be more aware as
alerted the staff that there might be a prob- truck as they walked across . a crosswalk and neither yielded to th_e other, therefore no
!em with the authorization. :
toward the Student Center early Wednesday citation was issued."
_ _
pedestrians ;is well as when driving on cam-.
"The staff hruf questioned the signaiures night
. .
.
The accident is the third reported during pus. .
·.
.• - : _ ·. . _ · _
:
and is dealing with· it appropriately though
The pedestrians were treated at Memorial the 1997-98 term involving student pedestri"As a rule of thumb,' when there is an acci. . ans hit in ·a crosswalk. In November, a SalukL dent that involves a vehicle and .a human
SIUC security," Sermersheim said. . .., • Hospital of Carbomlale and releasecL
. A date and time.for a second hearing ten, .... SIUC_Police P-"..sponded to the call at-6:06- • Express bus hit a graduate student while the•· being; ·the human. being· loses.·· Pedestrians .
p.m. Police :eport the truck was traveling student crossed South:· Illinois Avenue· at need to be aware of what is going on," ·
tatively is scheduled for Sunday.
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Almanac

Salulti' Calendar

ON THIS DATIE IN 1 976:
• lnoncflortbP.JPupthe~toam,the
women's o!hlelic dE!f)Criment dedic:o!ed lhe;r row field
on lheir lost ~me of the $00$00. 1he dedication CCI'
emonyworked as SIUC defeoled SIU-Edwardsville 7·
4, with the last port cl the game ployed in a down• Doug Cross, l:nown as the 'flying Cross" lo f~u of
mode his successful ~ g lnfemo• •
iump of 154 hoy boles sooked in gasoline and set on
lire. Cross, a $Clliot in odminislrolion cf justice,
mode the i"'"P al WiOiorruon County Speeclway in
Morion in front cl a crnv,,:I of about 1,500.

Assem;zie:nb.n

• Recently ,eleded Notional
in
Vie!nom onnoono. J their ploru b
a new constitution and rotify the reunificclion of North and
South. The a s ~ was ex;,eded lo boa powerless
rubberslomp le.,uloture tke ihase in olher Cornm.m:s1
=tries, with real power being rc!ained l,y a s.'l'dl
Communist party group in Hanoi.
.
• "Taxi Driver," slaning Robert De Niro and Cybil
Shepherd, was ~ng at a Corhondole thealei:
Also showing was Alfred Hilch<:.od(s "Family Flot.•
• lewis Pork aportmenls advertised a one-person
oporlmenl for$ 125 per monJh and a ~
apcrlmenl for $210 per monlh.

• The ever-popular, disoon!inusd Datsun 280,Z slorted al a base price cf S6;T79.
• Woshinglon Strce! Underground, beneath ABC
liquon, offered a happy hour drink special cf 35·
cent mugi and Sl.20 pilchers cf Schlitz.

• The l.1niver1ity and SC"llll block S!UC )80.lfity cffi.
cers.reached a prede!enninotio se!!lement on a ccm·
plaint filed by the offi= charging the SIUC Police
wilh racial discriminoiion. The 1.4-painl ccmploinl
was F.1ed by :he seven clfi= wiih the Affirmative
Action office and the Equal Emplapnent Oppommity
Commission.

Corrections

• Japanese lable, Fridays, 6 10
8 p.m., Cafe Melange. ("on!ocl
Sliinsuke at 529.fX!J7.
• Phi Bela S-igma mitemity
Spades Tuumament, April 24, 7 '

• USG applio:Jlions aro naw
available for the BiD and Su30l1

Hall Student ~nhip
lhrough Apn1 27. Con.'od USG

al 536-3381

pour.
rnofocros~,

NEWS

lo 10 p.m., Grirvieli basement,
$3 team, $2 single. Conlod
Chris at 351-61.45.

fodnloonolion.

• Wmdsurfing Club lesson,
1

woother permitting, April 24, 6
lo 9 a.m., Campus Boal !),,ck_

• lnlem:nity Chri1tian

fe!krNShip meeiing, April 24, 7

Conkr.1Artot985-498i c:.-r~....
www.siu.cc1o/windsurf.

Pork Apo, irn:!nts. Conloct
Vrvion al 457-5258;

sigma

• Phi Beta
Fro: smlty
Bar-B-Oue, fuod, fun and
games, Apn1 25, noon to 5.
p.m., Attucb Pork. Conloc:t
Worrm at 457-0208.

SATURDAY:
; Windy.
High:74

• Dcportment of Animal .
Scie1K11 presents lhe SIU Horse
Cenler. Open House, lour, yearling show, mllion porode, and

Low: 53

p.m., Ag 209. Conloct Shannon
at 536-7091.
.·
· ridi1 and aim demonsirotions,
• Red Cross blood drives, Apn1 . • Irish Studies Program prese,lli ~25, 1 p.m., Hooe Center
24, noon lo 6 pm., Trueblood
an Union Hill Rood, Con!ad
the Sculhem dt.nois Feslival of
Hall, 3 b 8 pm., Rec Cenlcr.
Irish Music and Dance, Apn1 24 Slephanie al 453·2024;
Conloc:t Vrvian al 457·5258.
and 2';, 7b 10p.m., Mdeod
• Blaclc: Student Ministries
Theater, $15 g,.ineral, $12 sht:
• Office of inmnuralfellowship; Soturdciys; 7 b
dents. Conloct Pot at 536-7751. 9;30 p.m., Student Center River
~lien
Rocms. Con!ad lamel ot 549·
•Hile!Fciunclaticn&Olh
"DisABllllY Aw,;::mess Days,"
Anriivmary Celebrotiao, April· 5532.
April 24; l lo 3:30 p.m., Rec
24, Bp.m., Booby's, Ccc)tact
• Saulhem slinais Friends
Cenler Alumni lcunge. Con1oct
Austin al 529-7260. · · .
(CmlierJ meeiing, Sundays, 10
,1
'
•
Alison at 351-0227.
a.m.;
lntemiith Center. Conl:Jct
• Departinent of Specdi
• Spcnish 'bble, Fridays, 4 b 6 CcmnMlication presenk "The
&ik at 351 ·9678;
pm., Cafe Melange. Conlad
Mmsiruol Sliow: A Pericxl ·
• New Canaan Ca!heclral full
Dimilrios al .453·5425.
Piece: Apn1 24 and 25, 8
gospel, no-i-dcn:xnina!ional,
p.m., Kleinau lheotro, $5 gen·
• FRnCh 'bble, Fridays, 4 b 6
eral, $3 stude...ts. Contact Dacia t?YOn!Jol"acx,I, v.wship and cM·
pm., Booby's. Conloc:t Aline al
dren's diurch seNice, Sundays,
at 453·5618.
351-1267 orseewww.
2 p.m., Wesley Fcundation.
geoci~es.com/CapilolHiff/4051
Conloct I.any al 549-0263.

DuLrEGmm
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UPCOMING

.

• Carbondale UOIIS Club
Pancake Dr-1 ,, Apn1 25, 7 a.m.
1o 1 p.ni., April 26, a a.m. 1o 1

• Univem°ly Christian Ministries
'Open Space," a golhering for

oon-tmdi~onal, graduate, in!ernotional and professional sru·
dents, Apn1 24, 4:30 pm.,
h'erfuith Cen.'er. Conloct Dave
al 549-7387.

p.m., Ta..n Square, adul:s
$3.50, kids $2.50. Conlod
lanyal 684-4156.

• University Christian Ministries

Benefit Audion, April 25, 9:30
a.m., Unitarian Church. Contact

• African Student Council last
general meeting, April 24, 5
p.m., Student Cenler Thebes
Room. Conlacl Coul at 549·
4723 or 453-603 l.

Hugh al.549-7387.. _

• Red Cross blood drive, Apn1
25, 10 a.m. lo 2 p.m., ~

•
.,

• Sou1hem Illinois Ftute Society
meeting,recitol cl Rute c:liomber
music followed by llvle choir
reading session, April 26, 2
p.m., Al~ Ha!!. Contoc1
Suson at ~9-7680.

--
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Editor•lnOicf. Chad Andc..-.on
N.,...Ed,tor: Christopher Mille,
~ngEditor. William Ratf'u:ld
Copy Desk O.icf: Orlan Fenley
VoicaEduor:Juonrnund
Campus life Editor: Mil<al J. Hutu
Erumainmmt EJitor: J.uon Adrian
Politia Editor: Tram DcNeal
Sr<,ns Edi1or.R1-m Keith
l'ho<o 6lilor: Doug I.anon
GDpbla Editor. &um Rich
D<SignEditor:Jd/Stwm
N.,.. Ocn;/Ubr:ul:m:JiU Cwk
Studcru AdMan•i:cr. Anuncla B<ck
Oa,,iicl: Carri, &.hwu:
Business: Stott Staley
Ad l'mluctloa: Tamaro Rohbim
l'ro.lucnon As,ist;n11: Kirk Skaar
Prol...ion.lstafl
Ga,c,ol M.Ni,cr. Robert J._,
ha,lty Man.,:ing Editor. Lanu Sittre
Oispl.,y AJ Man:,;cr. Shttri Killion

eo.a...,r,cJ Ad Ma......, NClih Ta1-lor

C:0.CW.mo.l Ad l>t.n..,'V- &ti Fox
rmluaica M..,..,.r. Ed Delmastro
Accwnt Tech I~ Dem C1ay
Micrococ,l'Jt<f Sr,:wliot: &llr n.o.u,

• Blodc logelhemeu
Organimtion bs1 all ccmmit!ee
meeting lo discuss ideas and
thoughts for next year, aD mem·
!,m 0lll a ~ lo allend, April
26, 5 p.m., Grimell lower b-el.
Conloct Mechol <11 549-9770.

If readers spot an error in a news ankle, they
can contact the Daily Egyptian Accuracy Desk at
536-33ll, extension 229 or 228.
·
PRESENTING

Change in regulations left you hangin_g this
summer? Clieck with your advisor al>out
taking an SIUC course through the
In~ivfrlualizP.d Learning Program
•All I LP coarses carry full SlUC Resideuial Credit
ap:,l,ahle toward a degree•
llP coun;cs have no enrollment limits, and students can register throughout the semester. Students use a study guide
dcvcloP,ed by an SIUC instructor as the course framework and study at II lime and place of their choosing. To .
reg~inenll.Pcou~ en~us stUdCJlts need lo bring11 registmti9n form signed 6y ths:ir advisor lo our office
at Wnshin~ Squs,c •~ • We must receive fsyment of 580 per credit hour when you register (Mastercard, Visa,
Amcricen
rcss and Discover now acc91tcd or proof of financial aid. Call the lndividwilizcd 1.caming Program
office at 53 775 I for further i_nfonnation.

Summer 1998 Courses
Core Curriculum Course,
SOC

I 08-3
POLS 114-3
GEOG 103-3
GEOG 3031·3
HIST
110-3
MUS
103-3
PHIL
102-3
PHIL
104-3
PHIL
105-3
· PHSL 201·3
• FL
102-3
WMST 201-3

Intro. to Sociology
Intro. Amer. Govt. •
World Geography
Elirth's Biophys. Env.
Twentieth Cent. Amer.
Murie Umkrstanding
Intro. to Philosophy
Ethica
Elcmcntoiy Logic
Human Physiology
Intro. East Asian Civ.
Mullic. Perp. Women

Administration of Jugtice

AJ
AJ
AJ
AJ

290-3

310-3 •
350-3
408-3

Intro. to Crimi Beh.ov.
liltro.toCriminoll.a.w'
Intro. to Private Security ...
Criminlll Procedure•

Advcne,d Tstchn;cnl Cor~er,
416-3

ATS

Appl. of.Tech. Infer.•

Alfird Heo]tb Comrs Spec
AHC

~

105-2

Medical Terminology

237.3

Mean: in the Vis. Ari.I~ '

~j~)ogy 347.3

S!'rvC)'•,2.°'.h Cent. Art~:

•

315-2

BIOL

~ 0~

98

: FIN

310-3'

· 320-3

, FIN .

322-3

FIN.

350-3

Histo~ ~fBi~logy
Insur~·
Rcol Esute/
Real Est. 'Appr.✓
Smoll Bin, Finance✓

Grnrn,J· Aorieullure

: GNAG' 31la-3·
GNAG _318-3

Ag, Ed. Program, . ·
ln!r!>- ioC=pul in Ag.'"

~
JRNL 442-3

Mnna2@mrmt
MGMT 341·3
MGMT 350-3
M.awlio.g
MKTG 350-3

The Law of Jmalism. •

Orgl!lli:t. Behavior✓
Smoll Bua. Mgmt.✓
Smoll Bu,.

Ml::tg. ✓

MaJberno1ics

MATH 107-3

.Jnlcrmcdialc Algebra ·

.fhil2.ll?.phy
PHIL
389-3

. Exi,1cnliol Philowphy

Political Science
250-3
319-3

POLS
POLS
POLS

322-3
340-3·

POLS
POLS

414-3

POLS'

443.3

POLS

444-3

Birui.nn
RUSS
RUSS
RUSS

465-3
470-3

480-4

Pola. ofForgn Nations•
Poliliccl Partie,;•
Amer. Chief Exec.•
Intro, to Pub. Admin. •
Pol: Systems Amer.••
Public Fin. Admin. ••
Policy Analy,i•••

Sov. Lit. (in English)••
Sov. Civ. (in English)••
Ruu.Rcal.(in English)•*

*Television Course(Foll and Spring only)
✓Junior Stllllding required
'!Not availllhlc to on-c4Jllpu• Pol.Sci. majors
tOn-a:unpia sludmts need ins1n1ctor's penniision
'Cl:ecl:: for course availability
• Nnlhailahle 'J'r.GmJuate Cmfil
Divi.ion of Contirwing Education,

.. Soulhern ntinois University at C&rboadalc
Mailcodc 6705, Carbondale, IL 62901-6705, .
•
Phone: (618)536-7751
·
.

http://mra.slu.edurr.on1ed/ilp.hbn .
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Southern .Illinois
SPECIAL: Olympians
win medals and pride

CARBONDALE.
Tuesday's ;iccident leaves
· one serious, other stable

Thursday at McAndrew.
KAREN BLAmR
DAILY EoYl'TIAN RErORTER ·

With the gleam from his proud
smile gracing his face and his
recently won gold m.:dal dangling . around his neck, Rick
Barringer was ahle to take a sigh ··
of relief knowing he haJ done his
best to win first place in the 800meter walk.
"I got so excited," Barringer
said. "Everybody wants t:> go for
first place and go to state [competition) - but only one can win."
Barringer was among 450 athletes who competed in the Area
15 30th Annual Track and Field
. Competition Special Olympics
Thursday at McAndrew Stadium.
Spt.-cial Olympics provides a
unique opportunity for physk-ally
or mentally challenged children
and adults to compete against
other.; who are at their own ability. Before the Olympics. all athletes practiced and trained to do
their best in each of their events.
Athletes competing represented eight counties in Southern
Illinois and various group homes
in the area.
Athletes, from ages eight 1t11d
over, competed in 20 track and
field events. Each event awarded

i.:;;..:~;..,;;.e...:::..;..;;..:..:.:......;;..:;;........:;;;;..;;.;..;;;;.:._.;,a.__..i.;..;,..

"'-"::...:.==._._......_...,._

....

.
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DMH MIUU/D•ily 4i1'fi:ln

EXTRA EFFORT: (Above) A Special Olympics participant nears the finish line of the 100-mefer·
dash during the Annual Track and Field Competition Special Olympics Thursday at McAndre,.v
Stodium. (Below) Sp...->cial Olympic participants show elation a&er running the 100- meter-dash
Thursday al M,cJ,.ndrw, Stadium.
--------------------~
congratulate the athletes. At one
cr;~i~~~ofo~h0~;
athlete to finish a 25-meter
wheelchair race.

ra:~o~~:n

"It's so beautiful," he said.
"111ey are trying so much harder.
first. second and third place The spirit is enhanced by their
medals, and ribbons were handed condition."
out for all oth-:r finishes. so each
Dodd said the volunteers are
athlete goes home with an honor. the most important part of makJo Dodd, the A1ea 15 director, ing sure the whole day is for the
said the importance of the Special athletes.
"The huggers are vital to us,"
91ympics relics on the perspcclive of the athletes.
she said. 'They stand at the finish
.:'Today is a day when they are.:.·• line and hug the athletes when ·
No. 1,:' sh~ ~id. "We c~nc~n~tc they eross. lbcy can give an indion their abthllcs not their d1sab1l- vidual attention that means a lot"
ities."
A joy and .sense of pride
In ~rder to make the Special flowed from everyone in the staOlymp1cs a success, 400 volun- dium watching the Olympics.
are really happy," he said. .
Because of his first plaee:finteers are needed, most of which
William Langle a junior in •·Eveiyone is in a good mood and ish in the 800-meter walk,
were SIUC students who are English from Chicago, said his cheer on each other."
Barringer will be able to compete
recreation students, fraternity day ~-a.~ made worthwhile to see
Throughout the day, parents in the State Special Olympics.
member.; or Saluki Volunteers.
the many accomplishments and c_aregivers cheered on the
· "All I have to say," he said,
Matt Greer of Carbondale vol- made.
athletes, hoping each athlete clenching his fists and raising
untecred to help cheer on and
"All the kids and older adults would receive a gold medal.
them to the sky. "is 'Oh, yeah!'"

The 21-year-old bicyclist struck by a
car Tuesday remains in serious condition at St. Frances Medical Center in
Cape Girardeau, Mo., while the 16-yearold driver of the car is in stable condition at Memorial Hospital of
Carbondale.
The two were taken to Memorial
Hospital ofCarbonqale and listed in
serious condition after the accident
about 4 p.m. Tuesday on westbound
Route I 3 near Giant City Road.
Dontae Lawrence of Carbondale was
struck by :i Mazda 929 driven by Karen ·
H. Zwick of Herrin.
Tire tracks show that the car went
about :!O yards past where the bicyclist
landed and ran into a tree, making it
impossible to get Zwick out without
extraction equipment. She was trapped
in the car about 30 minutes.
There was no further infonruition
available about the investigation of the
accident as of press time.

------ Corinne Mmnino

CARBONDALE
GPSC elects Mike Speck
as President, 20-15
The Graduate and Professional
Student Council elected Mike Speck
president at its Wednesday meeting by
a 20-15 vote over GPSC member Amy
Sileven.
GPSC member Alicia Battle ran
unopposed for vice president of
Administrative Affairs. Current Vice
President for Administrative Affairs Ed
Ford was elected to the position of vice
president of Graduate School Affairs in
a 21-14 victory over GPSC member
Brad Phelps.
In other business. GPSC voted to
ratify the results of the student trustee
election in which Mike Ruta defeated
Bob Hanlland.
Also, the council nominated
Sileven, E.rin Harvey, Dave Goldstein,
Brad Phelps, and Jeff McCreight in
first round of candidates for GPSC's
seats on the Graduate Council.

. ...:.s..ra&an

Festival to educate community, celebrate heritage
IRELAND: Irish
committee to dispel
myths and entertain:
KEUY E. HERTLEIN
DAILY EoYMlAN REfORTER

Gn.-en beer, hot tempers LJJd
red hair are typical Irish stereotypes, but Friday and Saturday a
committee of men and women
have put forth every effort to
elimina!e any myths and provide
an entertaining ~howcase oflrishAmerican culture.
While
celebrating
the
Sou!hem Illinois Festival of Irish
Music and Dance at McLeod

· Theater, Mudents and residents
can gain knuwledge and new
abilities in expressing themselves
through Irish music, words and
dance.
The cuhura: extravaganz.a will
include several workshops and
concerts Friday and Saturday in
McLeod
Theater.
Connie
Shanahan, a member of the coordinating committee, said she
loves Irish music and would like
·10 educate people in the Midwest
on the phenomenal experiences
that Irish music and dance reflect.
"A goal is to acquaint more
people with the vibrancy and
excitement of Irish music and
dance," Shanahan said. "I want

people to lea\'e feeling as if !hey
want more and to be very excited."
Two performances are scheduled for Friday .and Saturday
from 7 to IO p.m. Featured artists
include Brendan Mulvihill, a
master fiddler, accordion great
Billy McComiskey, accompanist
and arranger of Irish music Zan
Mcleod, Irish vocalist Connie
Dover, bouzouki and cittem player Roger Landes, 1993 Senior
Men's World Champion of Irish
D-,111cing John Timm and his Irish
dance troupe The Celtic Foot
Fo,ce, and Southern Illinois Irish
group The Dorians. Each featured
artist will perform bo!h evenings,

but each set will be different.
John limm. a world champion
Irish dancer, is being showcased
in the performance with his
newly formed troupe, Cehie Foot
Force. Timm said his love for
Irish dance stems from his early
exposure and personal backgrounds.
"I slarted dancing when I was ..
about three and a half. I stuck
with it and have been dancing
ever since," he said. "My mother
got my sister· and I involved·
because she was looking for· a
way to express our Irish
SEE

IRISH, PAGE 7

Nation
NASHVILLE. TENN.
James .Earl Ray, convicted
King Assassin, dies a·t 70James Earl Ray, who confessed to
killing ci1il-rights leader Dr. Martin
. -Luther King Jr. in 1968 and then ·
recanted, died of liver failure Thursday
in Nashville, Tenn. Ray, 70, had spent
decades seeking a new trial and rt?Cent. ly had woii the support of King's fomi· 1y.
.
.
· •He was serving a 99-year sentence
for King's murder.
~ £mm
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another
symbof of apathy
Earfh_;·Qay

'IF STUl>[NTS f\\lSf>iHf\VE S!'iTURt>A'( • ••

Wednesday was Earth Day and I doubt
but few of us took the time to celebrate
and honor that which produces and supports us. Why is that? That is a hard question, or perhaps I can'.t answer it because I
just don't understand why someone wouldn't Jove the earth·.
Now when I say "Jove" I don't mean
running aroun1 hugging trees with flowers
in your hair and all that (although there i~
nothing wrong with that whatsoever). 1 ··
ZZ'""i&'lPtllii:IU&&Em
think people who .,_oeild their time comJonathan
muning with nature
the groups on
,
Preston
campus that spend their afternoons playing
music and enjoying their environment are
beautiful; They are beautiful because of
the peace and connection they have with
their surroundings.
.
What I mean by "love '.is on a general
sense. It simply means acknowledging
]onauum i.s ll
sophomore in English.
your surroundings. It means realizing you
HarJh Realities
have an environment. For instance, if you
appears on Frideys.
are at your home, .. nd you wake up one ·. . )onauum'.s
opinion does
day and notice that your house and yard
not ne=sarily reflect
are filthy, most people would clean it up.
uuuofrhe .
Daily Egyptian.
That same reasoning should be applied to
everyday living, meaning, throw your trash
away;use the spots designated for disposal. and most of all recycle:
ReC'Jcling is probably the simplest and easiest way to contribute IQ the maintenance of the environment. 1 am surprised at
how people can jnst toss their wrappers and cans to the ground
when there is a garbage can or recycling bin right next to them.
It's disgusting.
· I think a reason for so much apathetic behavior is typical of this
present-day society. We can't keep ~·of ourselves, our families,
and our communities, so how can webe expected to take of the
earth? Most people in society don't care - about anything - and
this has spread into our environment. Environmental issues are a
typical case of mass populace either feeling they will not m~ke a ,.
difference anyhow or because there is no visible hann being done
the·n everything is all right. ·
·
The fact that on the outside the eanh may look fine (or your
neighborhood for that matter) does not mean a problem is not
there. We have taken the eanh for granted. From big business all
the way down to our own homes, we have felt that the earth can
sustain and support all that we give her. Like a human body
though, if you keep pumping intoxicants and poisons into it, it
will shut down. We have taken from the earth and not given _back.
. It is all one vicious cycle showing how everything is truly con. nected. It shows how there needs to be maintenance of mind.
body, soul, family, community, and the earth. Although it may
sound far fetched, we arc all connected to everything.
· Anyone on this campus who has taken or is currl"ntly taking a
geology cl~s knows the state of the earth needs some repair.
Environmental issues are going to be major things in our future.
We are running out of minerals and· resources. and most importantly, we are running out of water. Our generation is going to be
responsible to fix that, like it or not. .
The time for stagnation is over. We, as a r;ociety, are running
out of time. I have tried to stress that with each article. The sooner we reali1.e this fact, the sooner we can correct it. Sometimes I
have no faith in the human race, but something (God) keeps
telling me nano givi: up. So I t,:11 you, don't give up. Please
wakeup.

lil,~

0

Our Word
E1:1joy ·spring Thing responsibly
The upcoming Ziggy Marley show Saturday is a ry as a parry school it can understandably be hard
triumph for students in thejr quest for a suitable for school officials to sanction events with our
spring activity. With the show now in McAndrcw Halloween and Spring Fest skeletons in the closet.
Success lies on the heads of both the University
Stadium, the potential success of this event could
help secure future Spring Thing events for years to and students. University officials expect abuut
come. 111e key word-is "success." Jean Paratore, 20,000 people ro attend the show. The more iliat
assistant vic:L' -:hancellor for Student Affairs, s.-iid tum out, the more difficult it will be for the
the administration is taking a wait-and-see attitude University to balk at future events being established. There will be'41 police a,nd SalukiPatrol
.
toward the concert
· ·. ·
·
After months of planning and speculation, it providing security at the concert
The only thing the police need to do is provide
was announced March 29 that Ziggy Marley was
indeed booked to do a fi-ce show here at SIUC. The security, not see how many arrests can· be made.
inclusion of such a mainstream act was what this Keep the concertgoers in control, make sure stunewspaper believed was needed for this event to be dents abide by pre-esrabli!-hcd rules, but do not go
a success. \Xfhen it was announced later that the on a mission to sci; how many students they can
show was being moved to a larger venue, it was fur- bust However, this is not the sole responsibility of
ther evidence of the expected tumou.t to support the police.
the event With all the debate as to what the
Students need to have a certain amount. qf
Spring Thing could include, it seemed the only restraint and not give the police any reason to bust
thing it needs is a good band. If this show is a suc- them. In other words - follow the rules. Leave the
cess who· knows how this Spring Thing could alcohol and contraband at home and just have a
evolve.
•
good time. The Ziggy Marley show is going to be a
Student Programming Council has pulled litmus test for the University to gauge the possibilthrough for the students in a semester that has ity of future events, so students need to make sure
been void of any significant activities. There have that they do not do anything to mess it up.
Many students ·have stressed in the past that
not been any high-profile popular musical acts in
there is not much to do on campus or in
either the Arena or Shryock Auditorium.
Carbondale.
This issue needs to be worked on, but
One of the reasons it has been. so difficult for
SPC to plan any events has been its lack of support. it requires the cooperation of all. Perhaps if Ziggy
TI1e University has displayed, through their lack of Marley goes over well, it will lead to more future
involvement in both promoting and supporting events. Go out enjoy the show and behave.
campus events, that they have little faith in the
student lxxly's ability to have events where no neg• "Our Word" represents the consensus ·, .
ative incidents occur. With SIUCs lingering histo- of the Daily Egyptian Editorial Board.

Hailbox

Harsh
Realities

tating.
,
ag;iin fmgclting Iraq's 22 million poople in Jonesboro where "kids kill kids" for no
While I am on the subject. we also h:wc who have suffered seven years of depriva- real reason? And could .such a senseless
a fleet of people to hand out tickets to des- 1ion and death from the U.N. sanctions on tragedy happeri again somewhere.. even
perate students who park wherc\·er they can which the UnilCd Stales insisted. Does this Carbondale? or course it can and will,
to get to class. As compared 10 the woefully somehow relate 10 the Paducah, Ky.• -and unless..:
Dear Editor,
inadequate number of moderns that can be Jonesboro,M., tragedies and pose a danger · - As Pogo once said, "We hive found the
Since l have a few years at SIU under used to dial up SIU from off.campus. These in our mm communities? Read on.
' enemy. and it is us." So look in the mirror,
my belt. I think it is high lime I registaed arc apples and oranges; l agree.. However, at
We complain about Iraq's biological and American adults, and you need wonder no
my protest The parking on this campus is .some point someone said, ·••we need· X . other "weapons of mass destruction" with longer. '1/hat makes our children. violent
atrocious. l am a non-tradilional student and amount of dollars for parldng :ind z amount great killing powa-. Bui the sanctions, like a They lerun too well that killing is :icceptable
I need to drive to campus eveiy day. I could should go to the maintenance of our com- dripping faucet for se\'en years, ha\'e killed. from ciur' media hype and· our sheep-like
take a bus, bu1 I have a child in day care. It puter network."This is n minor protest iis I more than 500,000 children. And 5,000 still· suppon of, the sanctions on Iraq 1ha1 are
would take hours to accomplish on the mass typ;: this, but come tomorrow. when I once die - one at a time...;.. each month from a killing· thousands of real children each
transit sys1em what lakes 10 minutes by car.• again make a foray inlo the parking jun~e, lack of common medicines. medical equip- month while Saddam continues to strut the ' ·
So driving to c:impus is a necessity for me. it won't seem so minor.
ment and basic food: Aren't tlie sanctions streets · of:. Baghdad. From• movies, TV ·
Frankly, I get a headache just thinking
thernscl\·es a devastating "weapon of mass shows. computer games and e\'en the news;
about getting a parking spot on this campus.
destruction"
for the children and poople of. our children are having the Jes.son down-•:
Damaris Durbin,
I have witnessed poople almost come to
Iraq? For them the 1991 war has never. loaded and imprinlCd into tl1eir brains th~
junior,
social
studies
ended:
.
. ..
.
blows over something as stupid as who had
killingisOK.
· ·
.
the right to be in a partirular spot. This is
We must texh our children that life is .
· Madeline Albright said; "If we have to
bad, but not the worst part.
·
use force, it is because we are America. We not a game and that just as they prize their ;
. :ire the indispensable nation. We stand_ tall.. life, each person•s life is precious to him or
What really irritates me is 1he service• U.N. san,ctions send
vehicles. Now I see that some vehicles·cany
We see funher into the fu1ure." What arro- her. We must teach them that at all levels,
heavy loads that ,,:quire them to drive on L'Je children a.bad message
gance to say we;one nation among an inter- problems of civilized people musl be sol\'ed ·
sidewalks.. For everJ vehicle with a legiti. dependent community of 180-plus nations. by non-violent means. We must te:ich our
Dear Editor;
, are indispensable and have superior fore- children that in our intenlependent global
mate purpose. I see five where the drivers
·
:_. . ·
just park as close to the building as pos.~ble
A few shon weeks ago most American · sight
\illage, war is obsolete.
where they get out and walk into the build- adults seemed happy enough to go along
So.why should we, with our-gun. \io•
ing. They then promptly walk oul having v.ith govemrnenl and media hype to again bx:c and rnilitmy-oriented .society. be .surDavid E. Christensen,
.
never carried a thing. This is extremely ini- bomb Iraq, Why? To get pd of Saddam; but p.'lSed at trnzedies in Pruiucah _and recently· • ·
· ·professoremerirus, geography-

On-campus parking a
, perpetual headache.
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Reggae At Will kicks off big
rasta Weekend at Hangar 9 :
JASON ADRIAN

DE El.'TERTAISMENT EorroR

For those with reggae fixe.~
whirling in high ge.11' with the Ziggy
Marley conc..-rt nearing, a quick satiaticm can be found when Reggae At
Will breaks out the popular
Jamaican music 01 the Hangar 9
stage Friday.
Reggae music seems to have an
almost mesmerizing spirit to it that
captures crowds and forces there
legs, feet, rums and heads to freely
r.,ove with the heal
To Reggae At Will drummer
Sunni Danaayaal, it is every aspect
of the music mJkes it so accessible
10 wanting ears.
.
"It's a combination of spiritual
and political music. The lyrics really
have something lo say. They're conscience lyrics," Danaayaal said.
"Hearing reggae music live is something that has an effect on most people. Being a drummer, I definitely
like the rhythm."
Danaayaal got twned on lo the
rhythmic beat of regg~ when an old
girlfriend moved to Jamaica because
her futh<:r had been appointed a bish-

op in that country toward the end of
the •70s. Th!: girlfriend began sending records of reggae artists b:ick to
Danaayaal in the United States,
piquing his interest in the music. ·
Up until· 1984, Dan;13yil:l) had
been playing all types of music in
various bands, but reggae completely capturc:d his musical :utention.
"Once I started pcrfonning reggae live, I h.'lll a lot of fun - more
so than any music I had rerfom1ed,"
Danaayaal said. "From that ti~ on,
that's what I performed."
Danaayaal went on lo form
Reggae At Will in 1989, and the
band has won Desi Reggae Group
the last three years in the SL Louis
Riverfront 'limes Readers' Choice
Awards. In 1995, the group took
home four awards: · Best Reggae
Band, Best Vocal Band to Dance to,
Best Local Band and Best World
BeatArtisL
Toe· awards are treasured by-the
band, but the first priority is that the.
members keep their minds on the
message of the music.
'The awards don't mean that.
much, but I definitely appreciate the
support of the people. What's basi-

~~~% ~~t t~~

lri@l!f..\~1

fans that come
out and support •The show will
regg::e helping begin around
to keep the 10 p.m. There
music olive," will be a $4
Danaayaal said. cover .charge
:•If it w::sn't for . at the door.
we
• them,
wouldn't be get- .•For
~:~... nny infonnation, .
Though the call 549~0511.
band focuses on
covers by such artists os Bob
Marley, Peter Tosh and Jimmy Cliff,
it mixes in a variety of original reggae songs as well, some of ~hich
oppeart!tl on the "Do For Love"
album released in 1995.
Reggae At Will has shared the
stage with some of the top reggae
acts in the world including Jimmy
Cliff, Yellow Man and the most
imrortant. reggae act of the '80s,
Black Uhuru.
"I've thcrougWy enjoyed every
world beat artist that we've opened
for," Danaayaal said. "It keeps our
music close to authentic."
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pack for home, Mall Boxes Etc."in Murdale Shopping Center
has just received i!s largest selection ·eyer of discount shipping, packing and moving supplies. This MBE franchise also
exclusively offers Student Advantage• card discounts on
UPS shipping .. For pickup appointment, call 529-MAIL

'.
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G L I N I C
Free t~nsultalion and Spinal Screening

Palmer Graduate

Gonstead Technique
529-1943
604 E':lstgate Dr.
Acrcss lt;lm East Ga:e Shopping Cen:er

=,i~:r££~fri>
Fri., Sat. & Sun.
• BrueeWils

1Mercury·

~~IDH; .

"Wild

Things

McAndrew Stadium
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

FREE
·

Opening Act

•

l(athle~n Wilhoite
.

. Thanls To The Fotlowing SponS()(S

Grod110le Profenional Student Co.,ncil, lnt..-Gnek Council, l11mfrotemity Council, Panhellenic Couna1, Carbondale Ma!n Slreet, Can1,l,ean Stvdenl Organiaalion, UnJ.rvmduate S~nt Govemment ,

No Alcohol • No Pets • Na Carry-iris • .No Controlled Substances • No Coolers
No Weopons •: No Tai~gating • Smoking in Dosignated Areas Only ,:

.(PG-_13)

(PG-13)
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HIV·(OOtinlles to'spread·· unabated
WASHINGTON

Posr ,

Although the number of new
AIDS cases in the United States has
declined substantially in recent
years, HIV continues to spread
through the population essentially
unababl, ru:cording to data released
Thursday by the ~tcrs for Disease
Co11irol and Prevention.
.
The first direct assessment of
lllV infection trends shows that the
recent decline in U.S.AIDS cases is
not due to II notable drop in new
infections. Rather, improved medical treatments are allowing infected
people to stay healthy longer before
coming down with AIDS, maskirig
tlic reality of an increasingly infect•
ed populace.
.
- "The findings of this report gh·e
us a very strong ~gc, that mortality may be going down - thcra·
py is working- but lilV continues

its relentless ~ h into ~d through . among intravenous

·drug

users, a .

· our population," said Thomas C. · population that has recently been
Quinn, an AIDS specialist at the the focus of a political debate over
National -Institute -of Allergy and the value of needle exchange proInfectious Diseases. "These data tdl grams that offer drug users etc.in
us we have a lot of
to do."
syringes to prevent the spread of

work

The findings also confinn prc\'i•
ously identified trends showing that
women and minorities are incrca.singly at risk. &pecially worrisome;
officials said, is that the annual
number of new infections in young·
men and women 13 to 24 years old
- a group that has been heavily tar·
geted for pre\'ention efforts - is
virtually unchanged in recent years.
"It certainly doc-Jnicnts that we
have ongoing new infections in
young people," said ratricia L.
Aeming, chief of lllV/AIDS report•
ing and analysis at the CDC in
Atlanta.
•
The report illso shows continuing high numbers of new infections

HIV, the virus that causes AIDS.
CDC officials would not com•
·ment directly on President Clinton's
controversial decision earlier this
week to extend a ban on federal
funding of needle exchanges. But
both Aeming and Quinn said that
·current AIDS prevention programs
in' this population need to be
improved.
"It's clear . that something
stronger is needed 10 slow this epi•
demic," Quinn said. (International
financier Goorge Soros on Thursday
offered SI million in matching
fucds to support needle exchange
programs around the country, the
Associated Press reported.}

Alligator Self Serve Storage
Rt. 8 Highway 13 East
Carbondale, ·1L 62901
(618) 457 - 7867

.
··+· Red·Cross
American ;

Summer Special

Todayl

Access Now

rhivez:sicy-

-R.~nt Free Until M~y 1st
'
.
Don't Haul It, Store It!

Par~-T.rueblood.

'

•Computerized gate access
•lndil idual door alarms
• Dr;,e,up access
• i'lSurancc av:iilable
• Variety of s~cs

'ft ~c.--(§)~!i@.
· SIU Rec Center

--'"-::. ~=@~Wu : .
For more info Cail
@ '.457-5258

Vivian

.

.,.
~

Stud.en_ts,

l(qur
Sta.~m¢r.

W~~@~@

A.ccount During !-the

Save Mo~ey and Avoid Long tines
If you are. returning-~~ 'Carbondale in _
the fall, give us a c~ so that we can
put your aecount on hold during_
the summer. You will pay no maintenance
fees until September 1998!
_And you will avoid long line~!

Give us. a Call Today to p·ut
your account on ~old!!!
529-1527 ext.500

First National

Bank and Trust Company

The· B,ank-with TB_UST in its Name. Your Locally·owned Community Bank Since·1893.
5G9 South University' Avenue -

Carbondale, Illinois 62901
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continued from page 3
heritage."
Timm will instruct two workshops specializing in Irish dance
t;-om 9 to 4 p.m. Saturday in
Puaiam Hall.
He said anyone can learn to
manipulate their talents and
everyone is welcome.
"Anyone can try- it. I . can't
·guarantee everyone will be good
at," Timm said, "but at least anyone can try it."
· ·
The first workshop Timm
conduct is designed 10 teach its
audience basic and routine darre
steps and combination~. During·
the second workshop, Timm will
. incorporate the previously learned
dance movr.ments with a musical
combination.
The festival's committee has
high expectations for the event.
The succes~ of last"year's produc-

will

ELECTION"
continued from page 1
from
College
innuence
Republicans \\as present in the
election process and the ballot
counting.

lion brought forward a new found is somewhat similar to tap dancing
interest in the Irish culture. Plans nnd clogging," he said. "It is far
are being made lo continue. the , less freestyle though than either of
festival in the future and uphold it these forms of dance. It is more
· rhythmic dance.
as an annual event.
"Entenaining_nnd excitement is
''The reason we are having a
second one is because the respons- the only wny to explnin it."
es to last year's· event were so
overwhelming nnd everyone kept
asking if there w~ to be another
one," Shanahan said.
•Ticket prices ere $15 for th~
''Th.11 is why we decided to put general public and $12 fer
toge~her a committee nnd collabo- students.
·
rate.
"W:. already have it scheduled
for next year and we are planning •Music and dance workshops
on nn even bigger and better fcsti- are scheduled Saturday from ·
val."
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Pulliam
Timm· said that to explain the Holl. Admission is $20 per
meaning and diversity of the Irish -workshop. Two free workshop
dance is a difficult task because of discussions ore also scheduled
. the unique scheme it instills, but for the evening. ·
he admits once one has heard and
seen the showcase they will be •For more information, call
pleased with the results.
· .. 453-3478 •.
· "II i:: ·a see-for-yourself and
hear-for-yourself type of thi~g. It

BtrtJ.t• ii'@@m-4\Vfld

Most of the audience !Ht after
An unofficial show of hands
found the ~na:: 20-5 in favor of · tlie ratification, and the Senate
passed a bill requiring a 2.5 GPA
ratification.
The audience burst into thun- . requirement for USG presidential
d::rous applause, sounding the candidates and passed constituclap of doom for Taylor and tional amendments that detailed
Kelly's probing of the election the duties of USG's Finance
Committee.
process.
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Homosexual Myth:

"GAYS WANT SPECIAL RIGHTS"
There is nothing special about getting married,
.
· adoptipg kids, or prote~tion from
discrimination: ..Equal Rights.are ·not Special Rights

·

GLBF. .. Bringing Awareness to SfUC
•

•

.•

?

•

,~~
Show
Pipe

April 27 - May2

Over 100 Custom designed, hand made
briar~ Meerschaum pipes will be on
·display. Prked from $45.00 to $500.00._
All p.ipes ori display for the show will be
on sale at 35% ~ff their regular price
· during the show
~
200 W. Monroe 457-8~95

·Against her
will is· agairist
the law.

---c~
11----._. _________.... .
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---••"--------_.,._ ._...,._. '-------,
_ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1,,1\i....
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aa:c_. • ...,__..
u.a.. . Clda.,.

'1-800-2-COUNCIL
'-.

You've heard the guys say it a zil~ion times. If a woman says
"no" to sex, just push a little harder.
Btit have you heard what the law says?
_Any time you force someone int'J ha~ing sex with you it's
rape. Acriminal offense. Afelony.
So be careful who you lister. to.
If you do it against her will, it q;iuld ruin the rest of y6ur life.

This ad is part of the &?{ual Assault Awareness Campaign
sponsored by: SJUC Wo,nen's Services and Campus Safety
Fee Boaid. For 111ore information, please call Wom~n•s
.
Services at 453-3655.
· ·
·

Weekender

SPC's "Spring Thing '98"
brings Ziggy Marley and the
Melody Makers and 'opening
act Kathleen Wilhoite to
McAndrew· Siadium
Saturday. And if that wasn't
enough, the ohe arid only
Vanilla Ice will be cook.in'
MCs like a pound of bacon
at the CopperDragon
Saturday night.

STORY BY

I.ANDON WIUIAMS

. The people of Southern Illinois might
need a little more preparation for this weekend's en1ertaining lineup of heart-stopping,
history-making excitement in part of the
Student Programming Council's "Spring
Thing '98."
The excitement peaks Saturday when
Ziggy Marley and the Mekdy Makers roll
into Carbondale, bringing their rich musical
heritage and ex,:iting musical style. The
concert is the first 10 take place at
McAndrew .Stadium and the largest concert
ever sponsored by the Student Programmiug
Council. And folks, it's free.
•·out of all the bands we have t,rought 10
Cubondale, Ziggy Marley and the Melody
Mal:ers has caused the biggest hype," S.1id
SPC's director of campus e\'ents Andrew
Daly, a sophomore in mass communications.
"Phones are ringing off the hook wilh
people requesting infonnalio!I about this
weekend's concert and the surrounding
e\'eni:," he said.
Dal) said contr:uy to rumors floating
around, the concert is not indoors.
The stage will be set up in the north endzone at McAndrew St.ldium. Half of the
football field and all of.the bleachers, which
. hold 17,500 people, will be available for
seating.
'This ~hould be more than enough room
for both the Carbondale anl the SIUC community to enjoy the concert together," Daly
said.
,
SPC's hanl-f<1ught fund-r.sising battle to
have the concert was fueled by the fact that
they knew an artist like Ziggy Marley ··,
would drawn large, diverse crowd. .
"Money w:is an issue,~ Daly s:iid. "You
get what you pay for, and Ziggy Marley and
the Melody Makers nre one of the best

ft,,;.M(@jf]

"We reammged everything we could lo
Wilhoite unveils on
bring Ziggy and his musical legacy to
intensely personal mix
- .- Carbondale."
of songs capturing love •For further
TI1c Marley's road to Carbondale led the and loss with honesty
infonnation on
band on a reggae-rocking journey through
and wit
Ziggy Marley,
Michigan Stale Uni\'ersity, Chicago's Park
Wilhoite has been
call
536-3393.
W&!St and Bradley Uni\'ersity. Saturday, it
touring with Ziggy
will be Carbondale':; tum to sample the
Marley and the Melody •For infonnasounds of reggae royally.
· Makers since April 151h tion regarding
Even in death, 8ob Marley - father of
and will continue to
the Vanilla Ice
Ziggy and Sharon;Stephen and Cedella of
open for the reggae
show, call 549the M~hly Makers- rem.iins reggae's ·
group for two shows
2319.
· largest musical icon. His \'oicc and music
down the road.
were powerful tools used 10 ficht for the .
Later that night, in
. .
Thinl Wor!d's freedom and 10 tell the world
musically gigantic e\'cnts not related to
stories about its self-de1ermina1i<in. Ziggy ·
SPC's "Spring Thing," Chicago native rapsometimes CO\'ers his father's more popular
per Twister will perform at 7 p.m. in the
songs in concert such us "No Worn.in; No
"Blue Apollo': al Shryock Auditorium. And
Cry" or "Redemption Song."
the cool, yet smooih rapper Vanilla Ice will
· In the case of Ziggy's original music, the be at the Copper Dragon, 700 E. Grand
co,;onut has not fallen far from the trtt. The · Ave., Saturday about 11 p.m.
world l~t of the Melody Makers is still
After selling around JO million of his
used as r. political influence and a weapon
"debut album. "To the Extreme," which peo10· fight social injustice.
p~e sometimes deny buying, Vanilla Ice's .
On their compact discs, Ziggy and the
popularity plummeted fasL ·
Melody Makers- like their father's band,
After fighting huge battles wilhin the
the Wailers - know how to lay down some media about his image, Vanilla Ice went on.
fat, ganja-stoked rhythms. ·
the down low. In an attempt to regain his
The appeal of Spring Thing '98 is further image, he came back with a s~nd al':,um :
heightened by the surrounding ever.ts
as a hard-core "gangsta poppin• pot fiend".
around campus and town. The fun-filled . ·
in his nlbum, "Mind Blowin' ," which fell
Saturday starts off with the ''Card~ .
faster- than his debut Recently, the_ Ice
Boat Regatta," and after we find out who
man was featured on "Boom" a track on
floats or sinks, ~'Ziggy Marley and the .... ,
an nlbum by the_"Blood Hound Gang."
Melody :Makers" will sail into McAndrew
SPC Campus Events committee memStadium. .
: ; ,.
her Jimmy Martinez. a junior in ndvenisThe :;-Jtes will open at 1:30 p.m.. and the .. ing, sairl SPC did not plan the weekend to
concert is scheduled to start at 2:45 with
be surrounded by such an array of high- •
openir:g net Klithleen Wilhoile.
.
. . profile events. · ·· •
. ·
...
· · · Wilhoite is a singer/songwriter who is ~ , '. .• "Spring Thing was originally scheduled
probably better known for t.cr acting roles ... on th<! 18th, maybe it was fate," he said. ·
on "LA. Law" and "ER" :i.,d also in films ; "Dlit whatever the case. I hope everyone's
.. likc ..RoaJ Ho.i,~" nnd"F~i'c In'!}le:Sk(. · .• ;ready for a.~:e~ke~~ that few.will soon
· · On her latest ru,bum, "Pitch Like a Girl," · forget."· ··· · ·· · .. : · · · · · · ·
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New play.takes a peek at cldturalconstrudion
of menstruation taboos:~:
JASON ADRIAN
DAILY EGYM1AN REroKTER

It come:, once a month with a vengeance to
some women and young girls, causing excruciating, buckling cramps and a week of abstinence. While to others, it may be the equivalent of a high-powered fire hose one month
while a trite, leak')' faucet the next.
But in any form. the female menstrual
cycle means something more to doctoral candidate Dacia Charlesworth. Her research (and
personal cxperienct:) inspired her to pen and
direct "The Menstrual Show: A Period Piece,"
a play taking on the
,,.,__ _ _""'~ extreme taboos of the
female period.
Sponsored by the
•"The
Department of Speech
Menstrual
Communication, the
Show: A Period show, which continues
Piece" begins at at 8 tonight and
Saturday in the Marion
8 tonight and
Kleinau Theatre, was
Sc.furday. The
conceived
through
"Pre-Menstrual
Charlesworth's disserShow" begins
tation :ind the research
at 7:30 p.m. in
she has conducted
the Marion
encompassing
the
Kleinau lobby
taboos of menstruation
on the second
different cultures.
floor of the
"It's amazing the
Communications spectrum of taboos that
Building.
surround this one act
that almost eve!)'
•General
woman will g9 through
admission is $5 and how ifs treated,"
Charlesworth
said.
and S3 for
"Our culture tends not
students. For
information, call to talk about iL We use
euph~mis~ li~e, 'It's
(618) 453·
that tune. · ' · ,,
5618.
'The play hopefully
parodies and to adegree

L~&J+~

critiques the way menstruation 'happens' in ·
America and otl1er cultures." .
Charlesworth gained interest in the topic
from a communication in gender cla.,;s which
required her to write a paper on a rhetorical
object.
.
"It could be a song, a book, a movie, a
speech or anything like that," Charles\\;orth
said. "I jokingly said I wanted to analyze a
douche box, and the professor said, 'Do iL'" ·
Another paper assigned in the class created more interest for Charlesworth in the
taboos revolving around the female menstrual
cycle because she chose to explore the possible basis for the extreme taboos. She soon
began analyzing menstruat_ion pamphlets
intended for young girls to see how the medical community was constructing menstruation and also started scrutinizing print ,ad\·ertisements.
As the play unfolded, a sociru constraint
from outsider misinterpretation set in on the
artistic process. Charlesworth sai~ s-ime peo- the skits in~ludes a role-reveri;ing, take on
ple weren't sure if the show was strictly for "Cheers" where the show's main male charwomen because it centered on such a hushed acters - Sam. Norm, Cliff and Frazier - all
subject or if men should also take a look how menstruate.
restrictive the taboos are.
Dani Smith, a freshmen in theater from
"When I wrote the show, I really wrote it Rock Island, said the short skit fonnat is crefo~ men and women. Even though this is an ative and unlike anything she has l;ver acted in
act that effects women only, · it certainly before.
branches out to men and tl1e way men see
The first week of rehearsals for Smitl1 and
women and .think about their bodies," the rest of the cast was initially meant for
Charlesworth said.
Charlesworth to help evel)'one get comfort•
'1'0 a degree, I think men are as con- able with the topic, but they all bonded quickstrained as women because they can't com- ly and reservations about the play never
municate to women about it. One of the sev- became an issue at all.
eral narratives in the show is about a man who
'The first few rehearsals Dacia scheduled
wanted desperately to talk about it to his girl- as kind of sit around and talk time, and
friend to whom :ie felt close. but she was:i't nobody seemed to have any problem talking
comfortable sharing that with him. So that put about [menstruation]," Smith said. "She was
him in a very awkward position in the rela- actually really surprised that we were all pret. ty open about it right away."
tionship."
.
,
'The Menstrual Show" takes on the affinWith 16 scenes, the play takes on the format of a "Satunfay Night Live" show. One of ity of a full-fledged period even before the

during 'The Menstrual Show: ~ Period Piece"
. while rehearsing. (Above} '1h:i Menstrual
, ·, Show: A Period Piece'! ac1ress and director
; Dacia Cha~esworth (center} is coerced by

~; feminine hygiene executives during rehearsal.
· actors seize the ~tage. There will be a "PreMenstrual Show~· preceding the action where
the actors will recite poetl)' and ask periodrelated survey questions like "What's your
level of comfort talking about menstruation?"
and "Are you menstruating right now'!'
Charlesworth said the social taboos of
men_struation bring about profound consequences on men as well as women stemming
from the cultural, euphemistic lingo built into
. our psyche since childhood. We learn that we
must substitute certain activities or
appendages with "those things" or "private
parts."
'The Menstrual Show" sheds light on our
own inhibitions and shows that menstruation
really does matter.
"It matters that we don't talk about iL It
matters that the silence surrounding menstruation h:ls broad implications and wide-reaching effects which imp.1ets people in ways we
may not think about," Charlesworth said.
'This cultural construction really implicates
men and women into looking at women's
bodies as deficient and not normal because
they have this one activity."

· THE HILLEL FOUNDATION,WOUiD
LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING: PEOPLE
FOR THEIR PARTICIPATIONWITH,THE
HOLOCOST MEMORIAL READING:

Each Item

$2 80

Chicken Steak
Mo-Po Tofu
· •
Spicy Beef Noodle Soup
Lemon Chicken
""r-2/28,'98

Df.Wl Ml1llR/Dally Es)1'tian

,ACT: (Leh} Arny Kilgard; a graduate student
in speech communication, performs a skit

JadieSmilh--USG
KmiaSnoir"USG

Pick-up or Dine In Only

·. ·:::~'".~·~Mtffi@@i
Your friends have been to Mother's, Hard Rock. and the Baja
Beach aub. Where are you going to take them down here that"s
much different? They have never seen anything like FRED"S. A
place they will always remember. FRED'S ls not Just unique to
southern Jlllnols, It's Just plain old unique! .

~

Thfs Sat. 4/2S Nightriders
Next Sat.. S/2 Jackson Junction
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Variety show set
to rock Shryock
"I feel like I can sing nny
song," Pannell said. "It's more to
do witb what I'm . comfortable
with. My motivation is to prove to
myself ,hat r can still sing."
D:.rian·Sims, president of Phi
Beta Sigma; said this year's show
is a lh!le different from the past.
TAMEKA L HICKS
This vear·s show includes enterDAILY EuYP"TlAN REroRTTR
tainment to Jppeal to all audi•
At the snap of two lingers, cnces. especially with the main
DeMarko Panncll's voice echoes nttraction ofTwista.
throughout a Lawson lecture hall.
'"It's a big variety," Sims said.
This outburst of ham10ny has sue- "Usually we have a lot of rap acts,
ccs~fully drawn the attention of but this year we decided to give
others - his competition.
more talents. I think Twista is like
Pannell, a freshman in speech a treat, you can say. We all know
communication from East St. about the tale;.t on campus. This
Louis, is among 12 contestants gives SIU a little more to look at
rehearsing their routines for the - they get a bigger variety." .
third "Blue Apollo Amateur
Vaguely modeling the enterNight." The "Blue Apollo tainment variety show,· "It's
Amateur Night," sponsored by Phi Showtime at the Apollo," which
Beta Sigma Fraternity, will be 7 began in Harlem, N.Y., in 1935,
p.m. Saturday at Shryock the "Blue Apollo" calls for audiAuditorium.
ence participation. Instead cf
Throughout the three-hour allowing the audience to shun the
show, each contestant will display contestants during their perfor•
various talenlS such a.~ singing, mance, the "booing" will have to
dancing and comedy to win a cash wait until after each contestant has
prize. This year the show will also performed.
feature rap artist Twista, who will
Triano Williams, Phi Beta
perform about six songs.
Sigma service chairman, said the
To prepare for the show, show consists of a variety of :alPannell rehearses "My, My, My" ent, and to allow the audience to
by Johnny Gill and "I'll Give interrupt a contestant's perforAnything" by Gerald Levert. He manee is a bit harsh.
said the song he will sing to win
"My outlook right now is that
the contest is unknown. He is not · we have a lot of people and talonly partici!)ating in the show for ent," said Williams, a junior in
the cash prize but wants to sharp- computer science from Chicago.
en his singing skills a bit from "The people here have mad talent.
when he was a child.
We're not necessarily going let the

DISPLAY: Blue Apoilo
Amateur Night showcases
singing, dancing and
comedic routines.

audience boo right away. We're
going to line up the contestants at
the end and then they can boo
them off stage."
Being shunned during the per•
formance is the last thing on
Pannell's mind. He said he·wm be
surprised if the audience does not
enjoy his performance.
"It'll be funny if they do boo
me," Pannell said."But r wouldn't
trip because it's all in fun."
Annette Danner, a freshman in
sports medicine from Chicago,
said that allhough she is nervous
about being on stage in front of ;,.n
SIUC audience, her act has an
advantage over the other contestants.

Instead of performing an ordinary singing routine, Danner said
her <lane<! group will shock the
audience with a differert act from
the rest.
"We're just original, and we
come up with our own work," she
said. "We're the only dance group
in the show, and people have told
us that they're tired of people
singing.~
Williams said the show is filled
with eno~gh variety to keep the
audience members' attention. He
said that considering a nationally
know_n rap artist will perform at
the show, a large crowd is expect•
··
ed to attend.
"'("f\~ista) is going to set off the

show," he said. "People will come
to see him mainly. Students don't
get too many events down here, so
they'll be ready to kick it."

i$~:)\'Jit@4•1!t•)E~,%~
••Blue Apollo Amateur Night"
is 7 p.m. Saturday at Shryock

Auditorium, Tickets are $10 in
advance and S12 at the door
at the Student Center Ticket
Office,
•for more information call
3S1·614S
: ;~j

I

TOP TEN M~ST
CLUELESS PEOPLE

ON EARTH
10. Rainforest chain·
saw ~perator.

http-J/www.uua.org/CONG/carbondale.html
SUNDAY APRIL 26TH ~ I :30 P.M.

9. Millionaires in

Camping with .Tom·& Henry

prison.

8. Drivers with turn
signal perpetually
on.

7. Las Vegas lounge

CHRISTIAN MOE

& COMPANY

Forbig~n City

acts.
6. People who don't
vote.
5. Non-recyclers
4. Javelin catcher.
3. Som~one In express
checkout line with
eleven items.
2. Chain-smoking gas
station uttcndant.

1. Drug users.

~uff~,t:.IJ;~~~t~~~fi,;z(i'.t:;:?,<>-:.,·. - .
$46$
Dinner Buffet Sun~Thurs.. 4:30-8:30 $6

•' ''.Eveiy9~y?~~rjcJj:~u_ffet:(U'4imi
Seafood

':s uffet Fri'& Sat.<i:30-9:30

9

'.

$89'1

Suri-Thurs: I l:00-9:30
Fri. & Sat: I I :00· 10:30
Cany out available

351-9416

PARTNERSHIP FOR
A DRUG-FREE
AMERICA

JIANII. -

Jewish Awareness Month
Hillel's 40th ·
Anniversary Party
Booby's Beer G?rden
f'RIDAY•. APRIL 24TH

8:00PM
For More Information Call 529-7260
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·Cardboard creators look for ·way;to sail int<>J~istory
I .
I ·"!'
RACE • z:;th
•
J
annua
event offers chnncc for
'lls .n
People to Sho\v Skl 1
creativity, design.

KELLY

E.

HERTLEIN

0,-\ILY l:GYrTIAN Rm)RTIR

With final5 quickly approaching.
most professors and students are
diligently preparing :for the most
dreaded week of the semester, but
Richard Archer, an assistant prufe.~sor for design, says students in his
design cl:1.~s will have an opponunity for glory and fame during their
final exam hours.
·
"How many professors do you
know on campus that people will
pay to come and take their final?'
Archer asked. "Andy Warhol said
evel)·body gets their 15 minutes of
fame. Well I tell my students that on
Saturday I will provide the stage."
Archer is the creator of the
"Great Cardboard Boat Regatta." ir.1
idea he said would provide grounds
for creativity and free expres;;:on of
the students in his freshman design
classes. The event begins at Campus
Lake 10 a.m. Saturday.
Students, adults and children will
have the opportunity to compete in
this year's 25th annual event. There
are no restrictions on age or style of
boot, with the single exception that
the c:r,tire boot be made of cardboard. The judges also look for
sharp edges and illegal materials
such as Sl}TOfoam before the beginning of each race.
Archer concocted the idea after
his department chairmen continuously commented on the excess
boxes that sat cluttering the building.
'There was a whole bunch of

cardboard lying around and lhe
)I
departmentchaim1anwas1ellingme . . •.,
to get rid of it," he said. "I thought,
· , :_ • .
what a better way than 10 have the
students put it into Campus Lake."
The event became a public competition after the numerous phone
calls and lellers that overwhelmed
Archer's office after the first regatta
in 1974.
"On the Monday after the first
race, my phone was ringing off the
wall, and it \\,15 people saying, 'no,
no. we want to play, 100,' " he said.
"II was evcl)'onc from engineering
to archi1cc1ure. I mean, the phone
literally did not slop ringing from
students saying you have lo let us
play 100, and I said. 'why not?'
"This should have been my
warning of what was going to hap~n to his thing."
Archer's success with the program has a.:ross the United States
and to Ontario, Canada. SIUC is the
only university to host the "Great
Carbondale Boat Regatta," and
Archer will adjust his schedule to
allend every race.
He credits SIUC alumnus- as has sustained a minor injury since
·
being responsible for the branching the inception of the race.
"We've never had any injuries,"
out or the unique racing extravaganhe said. 'The worst thing we've
za.
"All of the original races were ever had is that someone got a cut
·
started by SIU alumni. It was stu- on their foot an~I that is when we
dents who got out and got involved required that everyone must wear
with the park districts or something shoes."
Archer's students grow in numsimilar," Archer· said. "We never
·advertised. I would just get phone bers when he gives his one and only
calls from these alumni asking me lecture each year, revealing the
to come to their cities· and do [a secrets in creating a winning cardboard boat, but Archer said the
race] for them."
Only three requirements are advice is not always helpful or
made for the contestants. Each must taken 10 heart.
wear a life jacket, shoes and no
"I do one lecture in which I tell
more than 10 people are allowed on them all the secrets in which to
each boat Archer sai'.! the require- build a cardboard boot. The funny
r'lents are designed to for safety, and thing is that a lot of them don't lishe takes pride that only one person ten to me," he said. "I ju~t tell them

'

the techniques th..: I know work.
but so many of them have their own
ideas.
"I'm not. telling anyone that
my ideas arc right and their's are
wrong. I would never do that.
That is how you kill creativity."
Imagination is the key clement
in Archer's drive and achieve·ments. He said the importance of
a strong creativ: mind can allude
to several opportunities and limit•
less possibilities.
'The whole event is about creative problem solving. Everyone
knows you can't make ;i boat out
of cardboard, so you have two
strikes against you before you
even start," Archer said. "You
ha\·e to capture the imagination."

•The •Great Carbondcle Boot
Regatta• Class I race begins
10 a.m. Sat"Jrday at SIUC
Campus lake. Anyone i!
eligible to enter end no entry
fee is required.
•Spencer Chrlstian will
preview tho event this morning
on ABC's "Good Morning
America.•
•For further infonnation, call
457-5651.

IDGH MARKS FROM
MORNINGSTAR, S&P, MOODY'S,
MONEY MAGAZINE AND B~~\°'I Tc_ take a 101 or pride in ga'.ni_ng

service. and operating expc_n_scs that
arc ._imonglhe_low~st_ in th!! insurance
and m~tual fund industries."
\Vith,TIJ\A,CRl~F.you'II get the

VV high marks from the maior·.

rating se~ices. Out the foci is, we're ..
· e<Jually proud of the rnling~ we gel
e\·el)" ,lay from our participants: ,
!lecause at Tl,\,\.CREI:. ensuring
the financial futures or the e<lucation
and n-search community is something
that goes beyond stars and n'umbcrs.
\\'e became the world's largest

C

retirement organization' 6.v ollcring
people a wide range or sound in\'estmenls. a commitment to superior

~

iijJ

ngl11 choices...:.;md thcJcdicatiori-:-.
to help you achie\'c a lifetime or
fin'ancial goals. The leading expcns
agree. So does Bill.
Find out how TIJ\A-C(3,Ef can
help you 6uild a comfort"ablc, liriancially ,ecurc tomorrow. Vi~it our
\Veb silc at \\"\\'W'.tia:a-cref.org or
call usat 1888219-8310.
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.,Object_ of My Affection' chases .,Amy'.·
eventually "come to his scru;cs'.' and become straight
for her.
··
Nina gets pregnant by Vince but wants George to .
Rock singer/songwriter Liz Phair wril.:s honest ren- raise the child with her (because he's so nice and good
ditions about love lost, won and never meant to be. So witl1 kid~) and not Vince, who then doesn'I want anything to do with the kid at all.
..
I looked to a quaint lyric f1om her '"Divorce Song" to
The rest of the time revolves around Nina waiting
help sum up the paltry plot of Jennifer Aniston's latest
for
George
to
come
around
because
she
is so helplesscinematic endeavor into heartbreak; ''The Object of
My Affection," "It's harder to be friends than
· · ly in love with him. She knew he wru; gay from the
get-go but ne.,er fathomed the fact that he would
lovers/And yo:i shouldn't uy to mix the two/'Cause if
you do it an~ you're still unhappy/Then yo11 know that remain what he is.
Alan Alda ('"Crimes and Misdemeanors") shows up
the problem is you."
as Nina's rich step-brother-in-law and adds a wealth of
If only Nina Borowski (Aniston~ was a Liz Phair
humor to a really minuscule role. He hits the mark
fan, she never would have fallen in love with a handwith such clever timing that it's a wonder why he
some. gay stranger whom she invited to share her
apartment and (more importantly) I wouldn't have had · rarely shows up in leading roles aside from WooJy
Allen films.
to sit through the 90-plus minutes of this dismal
Aniston (television's "Friends") and Rudd
excuse for a love story.
At least this nick is consistenL Just when you think ("Clueless'') bring life to their characters, making them
interesting
and easy to ca:e for because we get a sense
the filmmakers could not possibly sneak another cliche
they really do make good friends. But it almost
into tl-e story, another provcibial plot piece rears its
becomes embarrassing watching them uy to be so
ugly head with an obliter.:ting slap on the face.
As a social worker, Nina counsels teenaged, inner . serious with such hopelessly trivialized friction. We
don't get a sense that Nina's lo\·e is so great for
city girls at a Brooklyn community center.•Through
George that she can't help not being more than
discussions about the ~•should I or shouldn't I" quesfriends.
tion of sex, Nina basic.illy tells them they should be
To think director Nicholas Hytner is the same man
best friends with a guy who sparkles with wit and
crisp per:;onality before they do the actual deed, which who directed the ;ideptly made ''The Crucible" and
that Pulitzer Prize winning playwright Wendy
subsequently becomes less impo,1ant when constantly
Wasserstein penned the adapted screenplay r.iakes me
bathed in the colorful charisma of the_ "right guy."
From the start. w.: know what Nina wants, and the rest wonder how the '1be Obj~t of My Affection" turned
out to be such a wasted film to watch. Neither Hytner
of the movie focuses on whether or not Nina will find
nor Wasserstein bring the same panache to this project
the picruresque love she looks for.
as they did to previous efforts.
Enter George (Paul Rudd), a first grade teach~r
Throughout the film, little predictable connicts pop
adored by the parents of his students at a ritzy private
up here and there such as J)r. Joley's return to the mix,
school in W..mhattan. Recently dumped by his
but the prob1ems are solved quickly and even more
boyfriend, Dr. Joky (Iim Daley), George accepts an
predictably. The obviousness of the plot is so over•
offer from Nina. who he just met, to share her two
whelming that you need a map to find the surprises bedroom apartment. Fr.:,m the start, Nina foils nuny in
which don't exist so the map becomes as pointless as
love for George who is worlds away fro:n her
oetestably obnoxious lawyer boyfriend Vince (John
the film.
•
Stick around for the ending though. It ranks up so
Pankow).
high on the Sap-0-Meter that I was looking for barf
So we now have the perfect guy, the love-longing
bags.
woman and the idiotic boyfriend. Bad news for Nina.
though, because George is G-A· Y. but she finds out he
;~~~;3';,,
has been with women before so she thinks he will
JASON ADRIAN

DE EN°nRTAINMENT EDITOR

.\\Object of My
Affection
r
Jennifer Aniston

4:15 7:00 9:40;
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Species 2' halfway fun to;watch
JASON ADRIAN

DE E.-.'TIRTAINMDIT EDITOR

TOMMY

LEE
JONES
8

~::_~.:SE~ ,,::T:.

What '"Star Wars," "Alien" and ''The Godfather"'
all have in common is th:-t they're American classics
with stronger sequels. Though '"strong sequel" epitomizes the movie-making oxymoron, the movies succeeding the aforementioned film., ·are so r,ood that
people can foilow and enjoy them witho1Jt seeing the
originals.
In a way, so goes "Species n." My friend updated
me a linle bit on the first film since I failed to see or
rent it, but even without his synopsis I could still follow "Species II." Enjoying it. on the other hand, is
another story.
The movie starts out exceptionally well with tnc
first ever human Mars landing. The ship taking the
crew to the r:d planet is cleverly depicted as well as
Capt. Patrick Ross' (Justin Lazard) reconnaissance on
Mars.
Back on Earth, the vicious lady villain from the
first movie, Sil (Natasha Henstridge), remains dust in
the wind, but her genetic ~lone, Eve (Henstridge
a~,ain), is alive and well and under la!x>iatory study by
Dr. Laura Baker {Marg Helgenbcrger).
·

The Mars crew brings back an alien virus which
turns Ross into ti sexual kiliing machine - like Sil in
_the first film - impregnating a melange of women
with his alien babies that explode out of the women's
stomachs immediately after sex. ,
.
Hired by the government to catch the alien, Preston
Lennox (Michael Madsen) mtl3t catch Patrick before
he creates a whole new species. Patrick's crew mate,
Dennis Gamble (Mykelti \Villiarruon}, avoided the
alien virus because of an inbred human deficiency and
accompanies r'reston on the search.
"Species II" boasts more holes than a Swiss cheese
wrapping plant, but if taken as a B mm·ie it pro\·es
halfway enjoyable to watch. But there still should
have been more of Henstridge, who pr•wes to be a
clever villaiu character (when not talking too much she's a model give her a break) with her drop-dead
good looks and all.
As far as a worthy r,,:quel, "Specirs If' hardly
makes the original any more appealing to rent, but like
all B sci-fi I.error movies, the ending remains umesolved so keep an eyr. out fo[ "Species ID."

VIDEO PICK: 'The Last.Seduction'

5:00 8:15; Sal/Sun Mal 2:00

GOODWILL
HUf\JTING
8:30
SUPER-DEE-DUPER

BARNEY'S
GREAT ADVENTURE
~:20 6:30; Sal!Sun ~laL 1:50

There's !IOthing harder than trying to pick out a
Mike Swale (Peter Berg) into being the perfcc, pawn
movie to rent when on a date with someone relatively
in her game. Mike is hopelessly in love with Bridget;
new to you. The pressure to get something they like
and she is hopelessly engulfed with playing ,uith his
borderlines the excruciating feeling in your stomach as mir.d f-· "r.r benefit.
a possible boss eyes your resume. A bad rnovie could
Fie...
,o's dead--0n pcrfomunce inexplicably
mean the date is surely your last, while a good one
s:eals the show. Not once does she evcr let up. She
could seal your destiny· ·,-;,ur date's new love inter• · talks, smokes, walks,. read;, thinks and makes love
est.
with the utmost maliciousness that makes her one of
To ensure the latter when renting videos, look away the most evil yet ir.tcresting and complex characters
from the new releases and venture to the "L" section
ever to hit the big screen
and grab the noir thriller ''The Last Seduction." While
Dir:ctor John Dahl weaves the elaborate plot
tlie "Species" films nourish with a beautiful but alien
around Bridget but never lets us lose interest even as
lady villain, "Seduction" relies on the subtle cruelty
the stmy deh·es deeper and det"per. Steve BarJncik's
· and explicit sexuality of Bridget Gregory (Linda
script keeps Bridget's plan from becoming excessive
Fiorentino) rather than alien mating tactics for the dan- to the degree of r;obelievability, and the dlaloi;i:c
gerous vixen to get what she wants.
between Br.di:et and her male counttrpa!tS is some of
Bridget wants the $700,000 her husband. Clay (Bill the best ever ~uch as when Mike tries to charm her by
·Pullman), inherited from a pharmaceutical deal that
discussing a well-endowed organ of his:
was supposed to be used to get them a penthouse and
· Take note when renting this, though, because your ·
help pay off his flledieal school bills. A slight slap on
date may find ''The Last Seduction" as interesting and
: the face kindles the devious name of Bridget's master .fun to watch as I do, thus. refocusing their attention
· r•lan, and she busts out nf New York City with the
from you to the television. 8111 they'll definitely thank
entire wad before Clay even gets out of the shower.
you when it's done.
'., Bridget ends up in the small town of Beston, N,Y.,
where people are cordial and sincere -- and easy to
take advantage of. Bridget eventually mai_i~I>Ulates ...
•·.
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for a sing~e room.
Call 549-1332 or ·
Stop by 600 W. Mill

0

M - F 7:30 · 6:00 Sat. 9:00 - 5:00
All ma·or credit cards accepted.
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Woodruff Management
Jdf Woodroff, Brok1ir

Make Nex_t TeMZ tlie Best
Tenn of Your Life.:
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Mobile Home Living•••
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•Central Air • Lighted Parking
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3 Bedroom Town homes .
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mlcrowave:oven/ , .. '.:
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2 BEDROOM API;;
CAMPUS SQUARE- like new 2 bdnns.
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· foryowigrouples. $395.00monthly.
VAIL APTS- Furnished 2 bdrms ooly
5225.00 per person monthly. Water. & trash
included. Spacious rooms, privacy fenced.
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I

24, 1998
CARTHVILLI,• IHICIINCY,
doon, 15 min lo SIU, $170/mo, woter/trash paid, 549-617A.

C'DALE AR£A IPA00US
1 & 2 bdrm lum apls, $175•
320/•e, ind -/lrmh, air,
no peh, mn 684·41"5 or 684·
6862 ..

DlILY EGWIUN

e: $":;;/::r::-..s"/.t_n,r

1IA7.

2 PEOPLE NEEDED lor 2 bdnn lum,
$150 eod,, 11111 ind, 2 mi S of SIU, no
pell, avail May 20, "57-7685 ..
1 IIORM, o/c. water & lrosh ind, OYOil
~
212 l.&1 Heights,

!.!:~~;!i~~irc;:i: tfte~529~j~ i:·tr:~£ii:
$350/mo, coll 529-3815.

TOP C'DA!f LOCATIONS,
1
f2~~_'~5

LARGE STUOI() in quiet compl.., a/c. MURPHYSBORO, 1 IIORM, gas, water
carpet, dean, no pets, $260/mo, I and trash 'd
· 10 • to
year lease, can 529-3815.
.
Sit.I, s250J:.;.sW'61:::
m,n

:nsh6~~:.iJ:·684-6862.

2 BD!lM furnished oponmen_t, utit~•• FURN STUDIO, 2 bib lo SIU, water/
:~~•.':n:a~A)l'j:goodlorgrod lrmh ind, $195/mo, All E Heiter,
529•7376 or A57•8798. Accepting

o,~~lumwa':-~

=·~~~'.

~~~O:,
$235/mo, coll 529·3815.

f,.•

•-1.;.cs_~~-·
APT-"'-~-=-,-:-:-~-"~-.-oboveMary Lou's, no pets, i-. & dep, OYOil

2 or 3 drrm & effie. 1 blk
June/Aug, 684-5649.
•
camp1r1, at410W F'""""'", starting 1 -AP-AA-TME-"--N-TS-,f-URN;-,~-ED_3_bd_rm_s,

:.r~~t9~1686.

The tee Cen!e< is """1 door 318 & 322
tt..r.., a,mpt.._ 1 lum, 2 bdnn, o1
ju,t $240/penon, slcrts Aug, "57·
3321.

:~r:; C::·~euog!~5,

MEMX:NI RIDGE- near Rec Center
~
owner/monarJOd

SALUKI HAU, dean room, !or rent,
utili6es induded, ,_ ownership, coll
529-31115.

CREEKSIDE C:0,,-,iena, & blra, of o
lawer-rhan-nonnal price, Sn6, Storts
t,l57-3321.

FRII CABU TV & FREE lAUNDRY.
Colonial Ecnt Apts. Large 2 bdnn opts
w/corpet & o/c. 351-9168.

$.480/mc,, 2 bdrm, inci heat &
waler
1 bdrm, ocrau Puffiam Holl

Bonni• Owon Property
Mgmt816 E Main, hou...,

Great deal, mol,;le homes, smaR
pell ol"'-d, big lots, 2 blh from
camp.-.
.

apartments. rc,o,nmote lef"Vice.

529·2054.
COUNTRY, 2 bdrm"/stucly,-util incl,
ciuiet students, no pets, avail 5· IS,
lease & clep, $425-$495, 985·2204
BlllNTWOOD COMMONS stu·
,dio, 1'&2bdrmopts,o/c,wcter/trash,
'laundry & pool • .457·2"03.

quiet Murdole area, 52f.2535,
NEW 2 BEDROOM, OYOilable 5/1{
quietcountryseni~shwtnher,wash·
893·2726

E-mail nnkt@midwesl.nr1

2 BEDROOM. country selling, 5 miles

~~;'.'~~!b~,ti"!~C:tr:7.

NEW 2 BDRM. oll eledric. very
reasonable, c/o, ell street parling,
dcne lo laundry, 707-709 W College •
OYOil Mar & Augu,t, 12 mo leose1, co~
· PAULBRYANTRfNTAlSot.457-5664.

included. Avail now, 53.t• 1679.
Ave, na pets, col 549•.4686.

Apts & Houses Furnished

FURN 2 BDRM APTS, cable,
parking, All UTILS INCL, 1
bll,. lo SIU, 549•An9.

U-P~y Ulililirs 529-3581529-1820

r~~

,.,..,.we.-...

.... ..... ....

.... .... .... .... 'J'

~

~ Here For

::::::

Alpha has only 2 units for summer

....

....
....
._..

._.. ~1000 Brehm $550 ~2421 S. Illinois $569 ~
2 bedroom upstairs flat large 2 bedroom tmmhome i
private fenced deck, ~
: 'II" tile in bath & kitchen
. baths on both levels '-''

. 'o" eat in kitchen with ceramic
;._..

http:J/131.230.34.110/alpha
Chris B
457-8194 ._..
'. ._.. (home) chrisb@intmet.net: (office) ~
~

~

~

~

· Carbondale
MOBIL'£ ,HOMES

~

~

I

~

~

~

~

~

Houses
1.310 S. Graham
Efficifflcy Apt ..

ale. H20 poiJ.

Al.al8/6. $165/m
2.1032N.Mlch.,m
3 btm. Ale. Nev.\, rmmderl.
......i. 6/18, $475/m
J.307L~

fall

1f(J9

ll"

....

The
Su_mmer?

~

4 6DRM CJVail Mar 15,506 S Washing1on, $650/mo+dep, summer rotes •
OYOil "57·6193 o, "57-1130.

BOSE. Porl

l;:-';

:~

TOWNHOUSES

~~l2M_Bdrm

& byapptSat

~~

529-2013

~~I, t'.r~2~oi'la~:t. mo.

529-2954 or 549•0895

529-7565, cell oher 6pm.
BDRM duplex opll, dcne lo
'NICE 2 & 3 WRM opts, fishing & swim·
ming, d/w, microwave, sorry no pets, IXJ!T'PU'• c/a, gas heat, 606 E Porl St,
coll r,Q3.,4737 or 893•.4033.
•-457-5700.

.

run

.J~: :1c:i1~~~r~.

from SIU, $600, utilities

._..

ind

C'DAI.E, Lorge 1·2 bedmom[s), great
locction, $350-450/ma. SvnnHr
Spoclal, l l:,lk from SIU. Call .457· .
5~1 or.457•1212.

l BllllM.$175/ma,smoTipetsollowed, J ROOM lumished apartment.includes
OYOil Mav 9, o/c, water & trash incl, waler and tn,sl, pickup, $275/mo, can

'.'o"

Sourd~al;Z;,, oi::a~~~i:;.,~
l::j patio, 2 bollit, aU appliances,

Office hovn 10·5 Manday·Fri<lay

MOVI IN TODAY, clean 1
bdnn, Al.4 S Graham, $200/mo,
)'OU pay util, air, 529-3581.

....

=

2A21 S ILUNOIS located between

:!~!. B~,!;t~·S3~:• ~:

2 bdrm, new, gas fireplace, d/w,
w/d, deck & carport

....

TOWNHOUSES

306 W,, Cal',ege, J l,drms, lum/
unlum, cnn!ral oir, Call
5A9·A808110-6 p;,,J Na pets.

Schillingsi~~r' Mgmt

/:~j,~".!.01,

o/c. dedc. ,_ mr,,et, no pets, OYOil:
Mar 15, $660/mo, 549-2258.
·
3BORMHOC:;:;.niai~,915WSy-.
carnrio, r.o ~. l yr lease Aug-Aug,
$450/ma, coll 529·2260.
·
Naf-Aug, 529·A64A, 5A9-l8S7.
NICE FURN l bdrm, w/fireploce &
C'.:ole, ••ry nice 2 bdrm duel••• hardwoad Roars, .407 S a...ridgo,
ce,amic tile, cathedtcl ceaing, large OYOil mid May, $570. 529·.4657.
yard, Na pel$, $400, 457-5632.

::'c:n"t9-f:&~ep
VERY NICE 2 &ORM. Cedar Lale area,
t;;_f£~,,:~.;.:(d, a.ling fans,

rr;::yc;;;nhou:e,s-=:;~

;:::::=:::::=====::::::::
Re11t:n1 for 98•991
Plclc 1rp our Rentol Ult

:._..

Ml:l,ma,

siu w/d, d/w, ·ce;t;ng fans,
mini blinds, $570. "57•819A, 529•
2013, CHRIS a.
2 BDRM, luff-size w/d, d/w, private
fenced polio, garden window, 2 bat!,,,

,E

;.... .... .... ....

NICI TWO BDRM lowo,.,I fo,r

2 baths, ceir.ng Ions, and
c/a. Student,. .419 S. Washington St
#3. Na peh, AS7·5921.
2 BDRM. S360-SA65/
· 1am·1y
areo, c/o, no pets,
~r
lx,se, dep, 529·2535.

$200/mo, no peh, 687·.4577 chyi,
967•9202 eve.
APAATMENT FOR J, great loco!ion, lg
2 bdrm, lum, OYOil Mar 1, $450/mo +
$300/clep, caD 529-.1091.

of

CARBONDA!f, Seduded; nicn 2 bdnn
peb, $45()/mo,

CLASSIFIED

CLEAN 3 IIORM. ·near ca"l'u•, w/d,~

NEAR CR.AB OROiARD LAKE, 2 bdrm
~ kme, $250/
SIU,_

COUNTRY. LOCAT16Ff'NON.SMOK•
[~:\::,3~~~~sJ";;
biger lomily home =~IU. !'mate

-.....
,.,.

2 btm. Ale. w/J h<d-q,. car por1,
Ai.edS/19,$425/m
•

4. Muni1M!t2r11

240 S. 9th SI.
J bdrm. ale, w/d hook-up,
Avail 8/9, $385/m

1 Bedroom. Fumisl,ed _
. 806 N. Bridge SL (Duplex)#f,#2 S2-15
· 806 f N. Bridge SL ffriplex) #-I, #5 S2-15
905 W. Sycamore #1,#2 S245

S.Cmtn:!Jk
Lg 3 bdrm. count,y Idling house.
central air, w/d. sat. <fish, car ~rt•

Next ta Fred's Dance Barn
Avail 5/25 or 8/25, $695/m ·

2 Bedrooms. Frm1isl1ed

6. 5 IO W. Kennlcatt
3 bdrm. ale. w/d
hook·up, Avail May 1,
$495/m

Roclnnan ·:
Rentals ,.
must take house elate
available or don't call
no exceptions. .

529-3513.

.

805 W. Main SLl/2,#3,#4 S295{1) $320(2)
423 W. Monroe #2#,3,#4,#6 S295{115320(2)
210 S. Springer §3 5350 ·
905W.Sycamore#3,#4 $335

HOUSES

(mastw/dandsomec/a)

2 Bedroom. Fumislred
SOI 1i'· Bridi;e SL 5395
IN. B~dge_SL 5375
&b N. Dms S-150
' . 311 S. 0,1kbnd SISO

50!

806 W. Schwartz SliO (2)
405W.Sycamore S3.S5
909A. W. Sycamore 5395
909C- W. Sycamore 53.35

4 Bedroom fumi•lrcd

JCS S.Jamrs S-195121 S535 (31
80-I W. Sclt,v~rtz SSJS
-112 IV, Syc•mor, $495(2) $535(31

1701 W. Sycamore
$-'95121$535(3)

Eu i

ci e·o ci es

(GRADS &_LAW St11de11ts Preferred)
408 S. Popiar #1, 2, 3, 4,5 ,6 ,7 &8$230

a..Lll

Bacgain Re11tals 2Miles west of Kroger West
1Be,lroom F11misl1ed Aparlmei!ts S180-S210
2 BEdroom Fumislied Apartments $255-$275
2 Bedroom F11misl1ed_ Ho11.;es $3S5 : ·

(witlr wld. & carpnrts)

cgL~AS§.§S~IF[E!IEDL-=====~=====~.-=-=-=--=--=--=--=--=-J=-J.=\-IL=-l=,ts=li~l :=:'l=::=Ll~;l=•===~=~;:::===~F~Rl~DA~YAPRIL 24, 1998
•
= ' ! , ~ J ~ • , : : i . t : 2 BDRM, util

n:tAII,

very dean, c/a,

.BorkRontal1

UVEINAFFORD..tBlE~.fuml,2&
3bdrmhoma,aflon!oblerc1es,wo1er,

=~Gli=

'tu

M'baro, private l'ot, ,paciaus 3

• 15

r·--m.
·1.
i l's.;:·~:~;t~~~2~H~,~~•~t}l~

bdrm, 2 barh, c/o, w/d hool<up,
home, !200/p« bdnn, rel req, I yr =~1.l~e, no pet,, depc,a &
3 bdrm, air, lg "'°"ed yrnl, quiet
= t : " ' ~ r ° : '::"mi.:,
m1hedrof ce,tong, d~. avoil 5/31,
•~..,,529-480ll.
I;::::=========;
area, 1015N.Bndc:-,,S495
,SAOO/ma + util, 10-lS min to S.'U,
! ~ ~ n i : = . ~ • " 9 OU~
UNflY POINT SCHOOl DISTRICT, PmFAU 4 BUCS TO CAMPUS
687•177A.
.410-783-8273.
Feuionc,1 lomily home, 3 bedroom, 2
Jbdrm,wo!llrpt,air,w/d,nopet,,
ABdrm,_,,;Rec:Centor,w/d,air;
Pailt,616 EPar~,.157-6.405. Ra•onn•
7
6
9
5
C:dole
Union
Hill
Rd
near
Cedar
Loh,
HOMI TYPlns, PC v~ needed ..
bot!, 2angar~w/"f""'"' w/d d/
lecne, 29-:l806, 8A·S l ....._
bcnemenl IXlflim PmOK.310
McbaeHomeParltZl0I S IDinoisAve,
12.60, 2 bdrm, carport, storage .S45,000 inmme potential. Coll 1-800·
w, ~a Aug. $950. '57-8194, s'29,
.
e'.11ester~~900.
~9-A7l3,
'113-.43-13 E-<I. B-9501,
acreage,
5.49•
2013,CHRISB.
:~~~i::';t1~~-w,
2l~neara,.,,pvs.Air,,,.:,,gas
0U1F 'RF'A. 1""70, 3 bedroom, 2
COWGI ,ao :;i,AJHTIRS is
y:,rcl, no- pets, 529-3806, 684•
l,,,at. -'08 1/2 S. James. $400
balh.rc'
emadeled, S375/ma, I NICE I & 2 bdrm, gas ar all
5917
2090.
""',.
2bdnnutudy.C/o,w/d,ce~ir,g
~.r.c,.;.~~•nopell,"57· eledric. on SIU bus route,
~ne/tn::.!_i~-~
ICfTY no pet,, 5"9-8000.
COUNTRY SETTING, fr,gland Heights, ENERG'( EfflC 2 bdrm homes w/ big
!au, go, heat, woodburnet. S460. SU1,1Ur"'VfAll l &2 BEDROOM, c/a,
Wo!k in your ~me
DESIGNER 2 & 3 BORMS, dec:oroted,
~~~~1~~
2 bdrm,oir, garage, lg mawed
privt. ,quiet,-8 tt,clean,nicedecb,
$6·10hr,Coll l-88B<PM7US.
529
•
~~ ~A~, 125 Reed Sta!ion MHP, son, llarts Aug. 457-3321.
)'Dnl, 708 N Bridge. $4'i0.
-$1 ooi,,; WIIKLTIII
per person, coll Woocln,ff M3mt ot
Stuff envelopes at homelor S2 .
All hou1H 1tar1 la May.
TOWN AHD COUNTaT, I and 2 .i57•3321, ICfTY, nopeh.
each+ bonu..,s. FuD-~me, PorHme.
c:vt1 COXT & COMfORTAIILI
hai!woocf lloon,.UI balhs, w/d, no
Call457•42l0.
HOUSH AND APTS
9
Make $800+ a week, guoronteoc:11
frN ,upplies. for de1a,1,,
pet,, S832/ma, ~9-3973 evenings.
• CAMPUS
2 BORMS, PARnY. lurn, c/a, w/d' ~~m.,i'tz..~
5Bodroo_,
aOSETOSIU,Abdrmhovle,lum,a/
hoak••P. $375/mo, will con,ider OK. coD 687-2787.
.....iw.lj,~~'tJs~2021
303 E.Hester
free ~ing, no
On ~ "~tL_~NHouof;::•s·
contnxt lot deed, mff 867-220:,.
DIL•AIR MODILI .iOMIS
4B11droom1
5 """""""
-•
WOW! $165/mo, 2 bdrm, mobile 900 I Park, a - ninllag fol'
319, 324, 802 W Walmrt
WOKK WINTER BREAK
TOP C'DAU LOCATIOUS 2,
$22SorS2~ n n /
Pets,Olt. Clean and ••mmor & fall, I, 2 and 3
207W.Ook
OfflCE O.ERlCAl. JOBS
ltd,.., 2 lolkl fro• c'ompu1,
511,505,503 s. Ash
AUNEW1lilchens,cabinels,
EARN SSSSS, GAIN EXPERIENCE,
1uamer ralH, M•n•frl 11 •5,
CA1l TOOAY'S TEMPORARY,
Al.«5 or 68A·6862, Lhll la
Prlvato,countrysettln11
38odroo,..
529•1422 er after 5 pm
CHICAGO 312-558·1582
3l0)1,610W.Cheny
front yartl looK 111 408 I
great mi & · lg
~
529-4431.
DES PlAINES 8"7·699-3010
Poplar.
TIiie tocat'?oa l~2ro':'1 -,.J10:
,,. ..
'l06Sfontsl
SCHAUMBURG 8"7-240-9.«1 l
WIDOl'lfOOD HILLS 2 & 3
· .«05 S.Ash
AVAIL AVG, nice 2 bdrm, 608 N
906 W M.1!... ABeds, 310
ENERGY EFFICIENT, t(f 2 BORM, HI bdrm, lum,gas heat, ,h«l,'no peh, www.today1.eom
306 w. College
Springe,, a/c. w/d, -paid, $470,
•
Pecan... 3 l?ed,.
balh. lum, mrpet, c/a, near mmpus, ~9-5596. Open 1·5 pm wee~.
321W.Wolnut
AVON NEEDS REPS in oD areas, na
......,. now, 867-2US local.
529-529A ar ~9-n<n .-iytime.
2 W!M, furn mcbile hot,,e, edge ai quotas, no ,hipping fees, coll
3 ANDA BOl'.M, oD areascityandwesl NICK TWO 8DRM. lum, ca,petcd, 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.28edrooas,
1-800.av8°2866.
32AW.Wolnut
87 • lvdeah, lose 5·100 lb>, new
)UCI. :~::~
305 w. College
0
June
I,
68-'·56.49.
netabcli1m
brmllhrough, RN asst, $35
PAUL BRYANT RfNTAIS at "57-566A. 1"2,-BORM,---new-w-,/d.,..-..,""'·1,-ng-:lau~.-go-s .Mo11°Sal 11 •5, 457°89.24 • .
A M0611.E HOME lot )'O<I, 3 bdrm, two lee, free g;h, 800-940-5377.
I Bedrooms
baths,
dec:ls,
16x80,
$600.
Al:o
2
207W.Oalc
~
~•:.T"~'.c:.il~~f~s.' EXlRANICE,LG I BORM,lum,mrpet,
CAMP ffA1' Po1lllo111l East310l1Wes1Cheny
& $350, .,
Seal, Cm!'f' Wowbeel/Re,pite &
NEW HOME 3 BDRM, 2 both, W ~.:;r::'5~.route,nopell,
Pid< up UN1'.U UST al
toAuglease,SAS5/ma,mll~ -63ST Plea10nt Hill Rd, no peh, Beatutilul a,n co:n a COMfOIITAIIU 1 bdrm with study, residmlial lot, decli: Recreation have lllfflmet pa-.:tions
9
avoik.ble. Great m<p«iena, worlt_
_
or
v-, SI l 00/ma, "57.·"405.
2 bedroom """"1e home, p+,ote area,
306 w. College 13,
529
5990
324 W Watr..i lporch)
l~,D~EAl~~FAMi~L;vY-,,R""ES"'lb""E..,N""CE""N""W~
• ..-3-ll'lorecr'EWwRi/:J-i~bar~,W~fleasonllxiiilis.?jf:iliiDr;;,iR1.,iii1, ':etJ~tle, S255/ma, pm OK, coD ~·.fi:"·t:-:rJt.=:. ~ l = - a ~ ~ ~ =
S200/rnon. l person. al (608)277·8288 ar e·mail
549-4808 (lo-6 pm)
~ ~~•m~:r: ~
no pell, OYC~ Aug "57·"405,
t _2_1,'J_EAST----ol-,--C:..,.cla.,.le-,-2.,.bdnn.,....wawbeel0wi-eosterseols0org.
Sonynopets.
'l"iet area, $69s.dep, 707 N MdC'mn·
dean, quiet noturol g'as, cable•
BARTENDERS preler ~ females,
9
4 BDRM. 1vn
ample parltir,g.
appl
~
NO
)'OUn9
oowd, wiD train, Johnston Gty,
.hady, S180-260/mo, "57-6193.
behind Rec, 549-0199 or "57·4210 I,
Sh.1ci 618·982-9402.
1
VOlUNTEE~
DOG walkers nHded,
HOUSES fa, rri. l bedroom &A bed- 2 BDRM+ STUDY, c/a, w/d, large
i:ij •~ ~ r l t ,~ C'DAlE MOBllE HOMES I & 2 · lrco'm~~~iai
Animal Crod.ers troining & l-oardi"g
room. no pet,, rel, 684-6868 day,°' Inn"!! room, wood bum., new gas
,l,ady, $180-260/ma, 457-6193:" • barhs, 2 & 3 bdom,, In,,,, S2tn/
loot~eiin Cobden, 893-AI 10.
ill·7A27 evenings.
heat. Storts Mey $A60, 529-1938.
SINGLE S1\JOENT housing, 500 sq h of mo, asl. about out rent to awn plan,
STUDENT RENTAL, 3 properties,
NICE 2 BEDROOM HOUSE, n,ason• MURPHYS&OllO3bdnnhomesoll71o space lot $195/ma, inducles.wc1er-!.
busCMJJ1 toSIU,call 5" 9•5656 ,
S1600/mo income, needs minor MAU: STAFF NEEDED lor Carholic
and roof. Wo, S99,0CO, now Summer <;amp-· ar;!ivity inslnld,rs in
able rent, lvmi.hed, a/c, avoilable 5/ 10 min to SIU. All ,..;rl, c/a, w/d, free fl'O,J,, no pets. 549-2401. •
A GREAT DEAi. 2 bdrm S225-$375, 3
archery,riRery, l i ~ ~ l e r s ,
15, no pets, 457·7591.
lcwn
carpom and fenced rd
i2X65 / lARGE I"
BORM $450-$600, rent now lot b-.sl $79,000. Coll 812-867-8985.
&nature.Contoct
lot
3 BORIA, 2 blocb lo SIU, big fenc:cd rnany":l;clx,,,egrwndpool.1.ls50s: heot,.i.:\,water/trosh~.~IJ: unils,pe11ok. 529·UU.
appl. 618-695-2489•
. · )'Drcl,avoilobleMcy, $500/rncnrh,call $690/mo, 687•1'71.
ri muple, $275 summer, $325 loU, no. NICE, RURAL. open in llcy, 1 bdrm,
c.'8-687-2A75
LIVI IN A:'fD LOVI this 2 bdrm peb,ca115"9·2A0I.
. •
. · S185/ma,2bdrinl4wide,S290/ma,
lntem,hip a,oilable w/ the C'dale
Chamber of Cornm«a!, intern wi9 be
. ~~~s~s~;wt'i::,;:
i & 2 bdnn by s1U & Logan 1-ca11~68:W11.;ii:19~73re'i011i'ten1rrnawnec1"m>t:.mcm::i Need Hovse, fenced area, noor law
9
'.campu, S550/ma, Avail June ht,
~~ & tnnh incl, t- 00-29j.uol 2bdrm,S175·475,onbusroute,529'.
:'t\'.i"eb~~~n~~=reduced n,nt, cr,,c~ thruummer.
. 2432 or 68A-266J.
.
. A57·4030.
3 BDRM E Ccllegfl, beam ceaing,
1~5wl0bert<!msn.mm,
lntemewappoint,nent.
1o
1um, a/c.
985-6639,-942-ntl, 937-5551.

,Jl.l:~

~~•:M,.f~";.le

~~!,:.{1d~,':,~

l~~oou;:...;ri:-::
2
:.::::. ,::"c'a~~~J~j~~~~~;~:

COLONIAi.--

~:h~~•

~:t.;~ng':='~~;

::.~~fuifi! im,:

tm~~~•_lvrni"1«1,

~;;:i/1:! ~;r'•

~In:'.~

=5.C~~
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'HOlhNWW@l!t
6071/2 N. Allyn
504 S. Ash#5
507 S. Ash #l-15"'
509 S. Ash #}-26*
504 S. Beveridge
514 S. Beveridge#4
. 602 N. Carico
403 W. Elm#4
718 S. Forest#}
509 1/2 S. H:iys
402 1/2 E.. Hester
406 1/2 E.. Hester
408 1/2 E.. Hester
410 1/2 E.. Hester
210 W. Hospital#}
210 W. Hospital#2
703 S. IllinoiS# 101
703 S. lllinois.-:.102
612 1/2 S. Logan

:iJll/l\Y..l.~A
507 1/2 W. Main #B

507 W. Main #2
400W.Oak#3
410 W. OakP-2
410 W. Oak#3
410 W. Oak#4
410 W. Oak#5
202 N. Poplar #3 ·
301 N. Springer #l
414 W. Sycamore.-.£
406 S. University#2
406 S. Univcxsity #3
406 S. University #4
8)31/l S. Umusity"'
334 W. Walnut#}
334 W. Walnut #2
703 W. Walnut #E
7()3 W. Walnut#W

tlMH/tSS§1_1
503 N. Allyrt;
408 S. Ash .:
504S. Ash#l
502 S. Beveri&e#2
514S. Beveridge#2
514S. Beveridge#3
602 N. Carico
720N. Caricb
911 Carico :
306 W. Cherry.
311 W. Cherry ,...2
404 W. Cheqy CT.
406 W. Cht>ri:y CT
408 W. Cherry CT.
409 W. Cherry CT.
310W. Coll~#l#2
310 W. College #4
500 W. College#}
509 1/2 S. Hays
406 1/2 E. Hester
408 1/2 E. Hester
410 E. Hester
703 S. Illinois #203
611 W. Kennicott
612 S. Logan
612 1/2 S. Logan
507 1/2 W. Main B
906 W. McDaniel
908 W. McDaniel
300 W. Mill#} ,..,2#3
300W. Mill#4"'
400W.Oak#3
408W.Oak
511 N. Oakland
, . 202 N. Poplar #l ~
301 N. Springer#}
301 N. Springer #4
913 W. Sycamore

it~~~i,;,;.a3,

919 W. Sycamore
Tweedy_
404 S. University-N
40t 1/lS.Univecity
805 1/2 $.University
334 W. Walnut #3
402 1/2 W Walnut
404W. Willmv

MliHIMW
503 N.Allyn
408S. Ash.
410 S. Ash
, 504 S. Ash ,...3
502 S. Beveridge#!
502 S. Beveridge#2
503 S. Beveridge
509 S Beveridge #4
514S. BeveiidgeP-2
• 514S. Beveridge#3
306 W. Cherry
606 W. Cherry
406 W. Cherry CT.
408 W. Cherry CT.
409 W. Cherry CT.
500W.College#2"'
506 S. Dixon
104 S. Forest
113 S. Forest
115 S. Forest
120S. Forest
407 E.. Freeman
409 E. Freeman.

109 Glenview._

Hands503 S. Hays
511 S. Hays.
513 S. Hays
514 S. Hays
402 E.. Hester *

l[:. .~~~ed;R~t;I
I~~"~.t:'n~~'ti-~9: :i°;~:1· tt2f:':~

406 E. Hester:
208 W. Hospital #2 ,
210 W. H<_l5Pital #3 '
212 W. Hospital
. 611 W. K•!nnicott
903 S. Linden
610 S. Logan "'
906 W. McDaniel
908 W. McDaniel
417 W. Monroe
400 W. Oak#2
402 W.Oak#E
402 W.Oak#W
408W.Oak
501 W. Oak
514 N. OaklanJ
602 N. Oakland
202 N.Poplar #1 "'
919 W. Sycamore
1'veedy
404 S University *N
408 S. University
503 S.Universit)'#2
805 S. University
402 1/2 W. Walnut
504 W. Walnut . ·
820 1/2 W. Walnut
404W. Willow

OIDaW•.W!M ·

504 S. Ash #3
502 S. Beveridi,-e #}
503 S. Beveriage
514S. Beveridge#2
606 W. Cherry 500 W. College #2
710 W. College
' 104 S. Forest
113 S. Forest'
120 S. Forest

*rRmtRTI~ MAmD WITH AN ASilfilCK* AR~ AVAflABrn NOW!

Ha~ds
503 S. Hays
511 S. Hays
513 S. Hays •
514S. Hays
402 E.. Hester * 406 E. Hester .·

2C6 w. ~ i-2

210 W. H<_l5Pitm #3
212 W. Hospital
614S. L~an
. · 514 N. Oakland
805 S. University

QQAIUJIW
710W. College
805 S. University
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St, Loui, Airport Shuttle
Luxury•an>ernce.
"Your St. louh Airp,rt Conneclion.•
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IF~e·e

11.AR:.~~I:U~ .

,ovrl,fe. Thun&i.bitd(3I.4) 567-3167. be directed Iowan! Hioponic American
ATTENTION!
'"'\"ired e.deruive in·
EARN $$$ IN A RESEARCH SlUOY
HIV Po.ilive, Aid,, Hepati6,, Lupu,,
ON STD',.
Vat,d %noi, drivers licenoo raquircd. •:lvonic Fcti9uef Toling 11 ••wfemenlf
PUASI CALL 1 •800°540•
Bachelo,', clegn,ewith 1M years •"I' i, ..-telpin9 Hone!, 68A·5014.
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...yon're reading
.
fhis ad. · ..
, you know.·
Daily Egyptian
Clas.:Jifieds work.
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536-3311

UNCONTI:STED DIVORCES:
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available lo, CRIMINAL CASES, PER·
SOI IAl INJURY• fees based
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Disabled Woman
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Send
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DISSIRTATION, THUIS
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Proolreoding,Edi~ng
WORDS• Perfectlrl
457.5055
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UHGUARDS, CITY Of
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CARDON DAU. Farl-fime, tempo• Steve the Car Dact•, Mobile '
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Worlter, 5 )'TJ ol Humon Servia: exp clcr lolo Mamariol_Ooy thru Labar Day. A57•798.4, or Mobile 525-8393.
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or BA, orl?N, sendrewmelaAlln:
CJLACoardi,..,i,,,,
certified and in po.,,ession al valid Red ,
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CIM,Progmm Oireclar,
.
PRIVATE ELEMENTARY.chool teodiing
Adult Outpatient CounHlor ,,,,.irion• available far the •99.99 cca·
Maolet-'• 0egTM in Humon/8eha,,iorol d-ic year, Appti<:'r.11 should oubmit
5ciencm; exp .,;ii, individual & couples cattr feller,. transcnpt and 3 le~ ~I
therapy, mental healtl, anonment,, re~ence w,,h et:JfT1 ol cerli~ca~on '"
9""'I' & individual thercpy wi!h se. of. elementary ~ducation and(or eorly
lender> & domestic violence perpetra· clu1d!,ood to Linda Ro.'1t.ng, Oireclar, c/
ton, ~nd resume la A.'ln: AOP Oirec- o Co.bonclcle New School, 1302 E.
tor.
PINsant H,11 Road, Carbondale, IL
62901. ln!on,'10~ mu,t be reaived
Chlldr•n• Mental Health na_la_ier_than
__J,_,n_1._ _ _ __

.

wou[a UK_'!, to congratufate

at 1-

LOST SILVER CHAIN w/ round
CoO Ryan 536·

r;;J,f,ion. Reward.
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ATTIHTION LIVI PSYCNICSI
1•900•370•3300 ext iSllt'

$3.99/m,,,mu,tbela+.
Ser\·U 619·6.45·8"'3.4

~nr::.=r~~\lrorr~exp. STUDENTS will you be home le, >um·

:;t,,ea!~'t;i~s~.:;t:r:.;!

lfintere,oed,plea.eo,ntadour.JobOp- RGIS I
to,y Speciali"1
toling in1
ponunity Had,ne far more in!ormation ,en!or/'S:t1t day and evening houn .
ot .457·6703 or r.end resume ond 3 rel- avail, $7/hr. No uperience needed,
e:encm la 604 ECollege, Carbondale, paid 1r0;nir,g CoU now la och.dule an
acap:ed unta \..i-n1em_·ew__;,~;_J_O-_AJ_~;_-03_9_8_,- - -

~~~::~,~opl~an•

HIRING FOR Nolfeu/S•rv•

AfflHTION
STUDIHTS & GRADS .

Ing Pealtlon, apply In person 218 N IL Av• at RH•
tau rant Toky•, 549•
2468, '
•

Aro you looking lor that loot in the
cloorf Haw about that hi Career Opportunityi o, some summer projed
WO<UWeconhelpl
,

~-~AFF:-~ wh!le ~~ta;
.
'Free

you eam,. So':"~= won.,ng wo~
J>00Ple w,th di~l.ties al SIU Camp Lit~. G;on!. _Pos~n• ope,, for coun~b.
and octMty wff, contact Jeny al A53·
· 1121.

a,mput,,r Training
'Gttol War!. locations ot Fooune 500
Companies
"CareerCaumoling
"Resume~oandmucl,rno,el

=:i'.,]~ .....,lend appointrrenh are
T~hone:
,
.
8..t7-2,l(),5300{xhoumbu,g)
815-,479-9611 (Crystal le~)
Fm: 847-240-5310
Ema~;~esOcl,icago.G\'en1W.cam
STAFFING CONS\JlTANiS, INC.
The PenonalPenonnef Semce

· SPRING YARD. & c,AFT SALE

·p1 ·KAPPA ALPHA
, FRATERNITY
2NDANNUAL
ARM-WRESTLING
TOURNAMENT

.

Wl{~dllJ'.fl'Jit)~i)t-i;~.
Wh~re~4~oy-s '1t.~~1:1~

'"\~~/
Yi~
lsl-3r Place Tropli1es
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11

• 1u, ,ru,uaJ evmt sponsottd. by iM sruc avil Snvi~ Council

I

2 Weight Classes & Left Anned
Tourney
CALL 529-3052 for more Infonnation e-mail: Nafis@siu.edu

·SIU Arena Parking Lot
April 25~ 1998*
~
B.AM-3PM
·.
•
• Rain date ·

Browse or Sell · . April 26"
$20/single_space (18'w x 16'd)
$30/double space (36'w x 16'd).

Spaces may be rented on the d~y of the
sale for an additional $5
SIie of food, alcohol. firearms, ammunition. and other
h.lurdous ma <erials is prohibited. NO amplification
·
_•
(microphones, etc.) will be allowed.
M.l~e dw<b p,,y-., CSC Edua,_ 4's,u,-. Fund and awl ta ll<dy Mo:1N,
l'roln,.,.,.I C-htuenon OU-.«, MC ~712. Soutt>ttn lllir.oi1 Unl.,nity at
Cart,c,n.:t,1t. C1.-boncl.le IL 6.'901. l'-.Js go ., The OvU Savia, Ed..c,-,
Nlil...,... Fund. A,, 1 mu!~ NO RfRJNOS will be p-,n. fot inlonn,oo,. aQ

!td:.,Molinaar4SJ..52,~.

WAITRESSES WANTID, GREAT PAY,

::;,'s.~'~~-~;:
Route 13 in Caiio<ville. Cal 529-3755
or 985-3755.

Gy,nncnric/Oonce ln>lrvclo, lor pre. .d,aol children. ogei 2-6, appra• 6
houn per -..I: al our CarleMlle b:otion, 985-2181 lcrin!erview.
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Sports Briefs ·
BASEBALL
Salukis play big series
against Bradley Braves
SIUC plays· what may I)!: its most
imponant series of the searon as it
closes its home schedule this week. end.
.
The Salukis are lighting for a spot
in the Missouri Valley Conference.
This wee.li:end, SIUC will be playing
Bradley. Unh'Crsity, who is chasing
them for the sixth and final slot in the
toumulllent.
SIUC has n three-game losing
streak going into the weekend series

and is looking to keep sixth place.
SIUC SPORT CLUBS
"This: weekend
probably
becomes the most pivotal weekend . Frisbee tournament
or the season as far as qualifying for _set for weeken.d
the conference touma;nent," baseball
The SIUC Ultimate Frisbee Cub
coach 0 311 Callah311 s.1id. "At the
.
time, the way this conference will play host for the. Dennis 1.
Drambe Tournament in Carbondale
works. we could win all four games thi~weckend. ·
th is weekend or lose all these games · The Tournament will be playcl
and we've got ei:;ht games remair.- Saturday and Sunday nt the rugby
. ing- n lot cari happen in two week~. fields complex west ~f Abe Martin
ends in this conferenc-.;."
·
Field. Twelve teams from around the
The Salukis play the Braves in Midwest have entered.to play. The
two doubleheaders. both beginning tournament will begin 10 n.m. both
at noon Satunfay and Sunday at Abe days, with the championship game
set to begin around 3 p.m. Sunday.
Martin Field.

same

seventh, and Falk ·finished the weren't as sharp as we needed to be
·Salukis by retiring the side for the against Missouri. If played like the
victory.
way we are capable, and that's with
Brcchtelsbauer would have liked n lot of enthusiasm, that would have
game. A combination of things, yes, to see her team take at least on~ .a ~ifferent ballgame:."
but I'm not going to single out one . game . from the Tigers to help
plJy that cost of the game. We had n · improve the Salukis' chances of
number of different mistakes."
making the NCAA Tournament. ~ ~ ; , 1 ' - ; i _ , ,.3..:• ·;!
Falk kept the Salukis at bay . La.st year, SIUC missed the postsea- · ·
· before faltering in the . sixth son after finishing with a 41-16 •The Solukis will be off until
Sophomore second baseman Jamie record.
Wednesday, when they face
Campbell and junior left fielder
She said she hopes the two loss- SIU-Edwardsvi11e on the rood in a
Jamie Cowell each had RBI singles es do not affect ~ team down tile molaMip game. SIUC's game
to bring the Salukis 'Yithin one at 3- stretch.
.
v,ith St. Louis Un~ 1uesday
2.
· .
· "I don't want to take one double:- has been canceled
But the rally came up sh;>rt after header and use that for entire sea•
the Tigers added another run in the son," Brechtclsbauer said. "We just · - - - - - - - - - -

SOFTBALL

continued from p.igc 20

~~,•ti;;'t:?.::'.fq
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CELEBRATE

ll_j John A. Logan College
LECTURE SERIES

Activities:
Pony Rides,

Presents Part Two of.a
Two-Part Discussion on

Professional Juggler,.
Bubble Fun,
Games, Karaoke,
Face Painting,
Friendship Bracelets,
·Marble Painting,
Crayon Melt,
Button Making,
Pasta & Stamp Art

FREE Food & Activities
for Family Fun!•
Display, Silent Auction
and More!!

Moon Bounce,
Adam Boehmer the

TENURE

FREE Giveaways!

. Me;t Mary Ann
. Maloney from KFVS 12!
Meet Mc(jru/f, The .
Crime Qog, the Saluki
Dogs, Se::,nore the
Silkworm, BooBoo Bear,
Sparky the Fire Dog and
Safety Sam.

CHILDREN'S DAY AT THE PARK!!
SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS
HEALTHCARE

Featuring

HENRYL.
ALLEN

. TURLEY PARK, CARBONDALE

APRIL 25, 1998, 11:00a,m,,2:00p,m,
Rain Date: April 26

SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS
. AEYC

SPONSORED BY: SOUTHERN ILLINOIS AEYC and SOUTHERN ILLINOIS HEALTH CARE in partnership with
Child Care Resource and Referral at John A. Logan College, the Southern lllinoi!: Child Care Directo(s
Association, and area early childhood programs, organizations and businesses.

Consultant
&Author

"Scapegoating Tenure
In An Era Of Acade:rpic
Fundamentalism:
Dispelling 'The Myths"
Monday, April27
10:00 a~m; - free

O'Neil Auditorium

Students & Public Welcome
An ilssociateprofessor in the Sociology Program/Behi!vioral Scien~ .
Division at Rochester Institute ofTechnology, Hemy Allen's rese.:srch ·
interests include m.:sthem.:stiCll sociology, the socioloi,,y of higher
OOUCltion; ilCldemic l.lbor marlrets, and the academic profession. He

::::m::::.::=:~.~::::, ·
lnfomialion: Office for College Relations, 985-3741,
549-7335, 937-3438, 542-8612, 1TY 985-2752;

I.·.·.·
..· .

~onday, Aprii 27 & Tuesday> April 28, · _1998;
· .
7:00 ·p.m.·
Student ~enter· A,uditorit.n:n
. · FREEIFREEIFREEI
. SPONSORED BY STUDENT DEVELOPMENT'S ASIAN AMERICAN AWARENESS
MONTH COMMfTT.EE -~ SPC FILMS.. . .
~

SPORTS

Tennis team:-prepares for toulrl:1ey
PAUL WU:KLINSKI
DAILY EoYJ'TIAN REl'ORTU.

The SIUC women's tennis team
may Jack Missc,uri
Valley
Conference Championship experience, but it does not lack championship players.
·
For three of the six team members, this weekend's MVC
Championships in Terre Haute,'
Ind., will be their first. The three
include junior college transfers
Maria Villarreal and Jennifer
~obison along with freshman Keri
Crandall.
But championships :ire nothing
new for these three new-comers.
Robison, th-: team•s·No. 4 singles
player, was part of the 1997
National
Junior
College
Championship team at McLennon
Community College in Texas.
The Salukis' No. 5 player, Maria
Villarreal, was part of the Collin
County Community College team
that finished saond overall at the
NJCAA Championships. Crandall,
playing at No. 6. was part of two
state championships at Centennial
High School in Champaign.
''They have all been there,"
coach Judy Auld said. "They just
have to come out focused and not

be afraid of success."
SIUC does have three veterans
of MVC Championships as well.
Seniors Molly Card, Sanem
Berksoy and Helen Johnson have
been a solid foundation for Saluki
tennis in the last four years. The
three have combined for an impres~
sive 312-149 record throughout
their careers.
Berksoy has contributed the
most wins with 119 career singles
victorie.., tying her with Maureen

matter who we play."
.
Auld projected Illinois State
University, Drake University and
Wichita State University would be
the top three seeds with Indiana
State University in the fifth spot.
The Salukis return to action
after playing only one match in
the last 19 days. The Salulds suffered their fifth 5-4 loss of the scason to Wichita State University
April II.
Southwest Missouri State .

~ftte;fDt

;~~~et~: J!~rrt!~c!.
Harney for most career wins· at
SIUC. Berksoy maintains a 47- 6 ' involved in a traffic accident on Ii
sint~ =~~ ~~~::t~ sea-

spring break road trip. The SMSU

son for a disappointing 6-11 season =f:~r::;~~: ~:1:uITs1
record and a 2-2 MVC mark, but trip to the University ofEvansville
Auld said the season reco rd does was rained out April 16.
not reflect the quality of this year's
The team was given last weekteam. The Salukis easily could have end to recover from minor
finished the s=on with an 11-6 injuries. Berksoy had been hamrecord, but dropped five 5-4 losses pered by back pain and Crandall
throughout the season.
was recovering from a cold.
Despite the disappoimir.g
"The rest helped· more than
record,AuldprojectedaNo.4seed anything," Auld said, "It will
this weekend. 111e coaches met come down to who plays with the
Thursday night after press time to . most intenrlty and who plays the
di~cus official seedings and best tennis. Any team can. beat
matchups.
anyone else. I think. where this
"Realistically, this is where we team is, it is very possible to have
deserve to be seeded," Auld said. a successful weekend; It is feasi"We will have a tough match no t,le."

PRODUCTION ENGINEER wANTED
The Williamson Co. has an immediate opening for the
position of Production Engineer. We manufacture and distribute
, wood picture frame moulding and have been in business 42 years.
· The corporate office is located in Mt. Vernon, Illinois, and the man' ufacturing plant is located in Fairfield; Illinois, a rural commu.nity
, about 30 miles easf of Mt. Vernon. We also have four distribution
; centers l,ocated ir. St. Louis, San Antonio, Los Angeles and
'.Waynesboro, Virginia.
The company is well respected for their quality products
,and has strong root:, in Southern Illinois. The company owners are·
: SIU graduates (1984 and 1985). This is a unique opportunity for
· l!llented candidates who desire to expand :their professional experi; ence with, progressive and contemporary company.
'
This positk•n will be located at the manufacturing plant
: and will support production planning and manufacturing improve; ments. Strong skill• in PC spreadsheet and database use, project
management abilities and individual contribi.tion to the production
learn are rc.quired for success. Bachelor of Science or Arts with
emphasis in production, operations and /or engineering is required.
The Wiiliamson Co. offers an excellent benefits package
'including medical, dental and life insurance paid I 00% by the com: pany for you and your dependents, 401 (k) plan, paid vacations and
1
holidays. .
· •
Send cover Jetter and resume to: Carl~ Page, Executive
:Assistant. The Williamson Co., P.O. Box 1687, Mt. Vernon,
: Illinois, 621!64. Telephone inquires may be directed to Carla at
!618-2#9000.
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. SCOREIIO.mo·
MLB

·

Cubs 1, Padres 4
Expos 5, Cardinals 2 .
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Bas~ball: .

: Salukis to clcre

out home IXJttion

of season against Bradley.
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Ranked Missouri
sweeps twin.-bill
from Salukis
LOSS: Tigers win 4-2, 2-0
against 29-12-1 Salukis, team
fails to dent sixth-best pitching.
SHANDEL RlotARDSON

DAILY EGYmAN REFORTER

The University of Missouri pitching staff
put an end 10 a couple good things for the
SIUC softball team Wednesday night
Missouri. ranked 18th nationally. snapped
the Salukis' six-game winning streak by
sweeping a doubleheader in Edwan!sville.
Mustering only two runs for the day, SIUC
had a n.-ccnt scoring par.we slop~-d as the Tigers won the first gume 4-2 and the nightcap 2-0.
The Salukis (29~12-1) had been averaging
more than seven runs per contest in their la.\t
six games, but ran into the sixth-best pitching
team in the country. SIUC failed to produce
. against the Tiger hurlers when needed.
rll"Cshman center fielder Mart.'\ Vielhaus,
who had sparked the Saluki offense lately,
ended the night l-for-7.
"We struggled the first couple of innings
in both games," SIUC co:.ch Kay
Drcchtelsbaucr said. "When yr,u play a team
like Missouri, who is nationally ranked, you
have 10 come out and fight. and we didn't do
th::t for half the game." ·
.
Doth games had Missouri (33-18) jump
out 10 early leads and leave the games in the
:1ands of the mound. In game two, Missouri's
two-run first inning was more than enough
for pitcher Tonya Winberry. She dominated
the Saluki hitters, throwing a four-hit cornplete game while sttiking out six and not
allowing a runner past second.
Sophomore pitcher Carisa Winters (14-7)
pitched
sccrclcss innings for SIUC after
the two-run first but failed to get any run support Junior catcher Brooke Hauerm'llln was ·
11:e only Saluki to enjoy any success off
Winberry, going 2-for-2.
"Their pitching was very good,"
Brechtelsqauer said. "I thought Tanya
(Winberry) threw very h.ird and sharp. She
was sharper than we: e1.pected."
The opening game i;~longed to Tiger
freshman Stephanie Falk. Though not as
dominating as her teammate, Falk cruised
after her team opened a lhrec-run lead in the •
second. She scattered eight hits and did not
allow a run to scon: until the sixth inning.
The Tigers' three runs in the decisive
inning came off freshman pitcher Erin
Strcmsterfer ( 10.3). Rightfielder Nicky Smith
singled home pinch runner Shayna Sharr to
open the scoring for Missouri. Had it not been
for a fielding error from sophomore shortstop
Lori Greiner with two outs, the Salukis would
have been down only one.
Bur Greiner's error after Tiger left fielder
Wendy Harrison singled to the pitcher with
two runners aboard allowed tw;, more ru'ls to
score.
"She (Greiner) just threw it !n the dirt,
basically," Brechtelsbauer said. "But I'm not
going to pick one play and call that the
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Douc. LusoN/D.:,ily Ecypti:m

WANNA PLAY CATCH? Soluki se<:ond bosema~ Amancio Rexroat (le&), a freshman in history and from Ottawa,
and assistant coach Kerri Blaylock hit Ix.Us lo the outfield during fielding practice lhursday al the IAW fields.

Coach undecided in future sideline decisions
FINISHED? Rich Herrin says
he does not plan to ,coach in
fall, but doesn't rule it out.
RYAN KEITH

DE SroRT~~

Rich Herrin would rather remember his
tenure at SIUC for his accomplishments than
for the circumstances surrounding hi.; recent
retirement.
Although his career as a basketball coach
may have ended prematurely April 10, he is
not quite ready lo put away his tie and clipboard.
. "I don't lllink it (retiremerat) is in Rich
Herrin's nature, but I don't have any choice
right now," Herrin said. "I like to coach the
games. Camp is fine - I like to teach young
athletes. I probably en_ioyed coaching at the
high school level, teaching and watching them
develop and become better players.
"I've i:arne..1 to step away a little bit at the
college level and let them do their thing. If
they wanted me to help them, I wa-, very
agreeable 10 make th.em better players. But
they really didn't want me to help them, and I
didn't force that on them."
After JO months of speculation on his
future that included a changt in contract status
and a-canceled pres~ conference, Herrin handed in his resignation after being asked to do so
by Saluki AL'lletic Director Jim Hart.

But. the former. Okawville and Benton eel to get a coaching job, I could get a coochHigh School coach whose win total at tile ing job," Herrin said. "But I'm not interested
high school and college level (841) is the sec- in that right now."
ond-best all-time in Illinois will nol rule out
Adding to a difficult year for Herrin was
the possibility of coming back to tile bench at the death of his brother, Ron, a Saluki assisany level.
tant coach. Ron died of a brain :.muerysm May
"I won't co.1ch this year -- that's pretty J l.
well a given," Herrin said. "I wouldn't say if
"Ron and I had gotten close together, and
August comes by and tllcre wouJd be a good we had always been close," Herrin said.
coaching job come along on an interim llasis, "Sure. I really missed him. He was missed at
I wouldn't say I wouldn't coach. But I don't every place that we travelc:d. Every place we
plan to coach any place this year, that's for went to, Ron Herrin was missed and brought
sure.
up."
.
"I plan to take this year off and probably
Years oi handling abuse from unruly fans
never c.xich again. But who knows? I don't and pressure from administrators has allowed
know wh.u's out the1e, and you never know Herrin to handle tile team's downfall in recent
what your health is going to be. But I love the years, but he still is affected by comments that
field of coaching, and I'm not ready to just
say, 'Step a.side,' or I would have done that a question his past success.
tong time ago."
"That's the thing that probahly hurts more
Herrin finished his career at SIUC with a than anything else," Herrin said. "Somebody
record of 225-174, the second best mark in _ said I wasn't a winner, and welt, you know
school history behind William McAndrcw that's not true. I'm a winner in every-Jung I
(3~'.\). Herrin also became the first and only do. I don't have one specific accomplishment
coach to win three straight Missouri Valley - just the fact that I've run a clean program
Confer.:ncc titles when the Salukis did that in for alt those years- and the University ought
1993-95.
· to be really proud of us for that"
Bet the past three seasons have seen the
Afteramessyrctircment,somehavecalled
Salukis fall below th,: .500 mark and suffer Herrin angry and disappointed. but the veter•
dwindling attendance. Despite the team's fail- :in coach wants to put those things behind him
ure to win, Herrin said he never put extra pres- and appreciate what he has done at SIUC.
sure on his players.
.
"I'm glad I was here. It's been a tremen"Alt year long I never did bring it tip one dous, 13 enjoyable years," Herrin said.
tirr..: and say, 'We need to get some victories "Every move was the best move I've ever
hen:,' and I wasn'_t worried about it. If I_ want• made. I've had a great c_arcer."

